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Abstract

The use of stabilization methods is becoming an increasingly well-accepted
technique due to their success in dealing with numerous numerical patholo-
gies that arise in a variety of applications in computational mechanics.
In this monograph a multiscale finite element method technique to deal

with pressure stabilization of nearly incompressibility problems in nonlinear
solid mechanics at small and finite deformations J2 plasticity is presented.
A mixed formulation involving pressure and displacement fields is used as
starting point. Within the finite element discretization setting, continuous
linear interpolation for both fields is considered. To overcome the Babuška-
Brezzi stability condition, a multiscale stabilization method based on the Or-
thogonal Subgrid Scale (OSGS) technique is introduced. Suitable nonlinear
expression of the stabilization parameters are proposed. The main advan-
tage of the method is the possibility of using linear triangular or tetrahedral
finite elements, which are easy to generate and, therefore, very convenient
for practical industrial applications.
Numerical results obtained using the OSGS stabilization technique are

compared with results provided by the P1 standard Galerkin displacements
linear triangular/tehrahedral element, P1/P1 standard mixed linear displace-
ments/linear pressure triangular/tetrahedral element and Q1/P0 mixed bi-
linear/trilinear displacements/constant pressure quadrilateral/hexahedral el-
ement for 2D/3D nearly incompressible problems in the context of nonlinear
small and finite deformation J2 plasticity models.
Keywords: Multiscale methods, Subgrid scale methods, Orthogonal subgrid

scale methods, Stabilized finite element methods, Stabilization, Incompressibility,

Plasticity, Finite deformation
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1 Introduction

The use of stabilized methods is becoming an increasingly well-accepted tech-
nique due to their success in dealing with numerous numerical pathologies
that arise in a variety of applications in computational mechanics. This
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monograph deals with the application of multiscale methods, in particular
the Orthogonal Subgrid Scale (OSGS) method, to the pressure stabilization
of the formulation of nearly incompressibility problems in nonlinear solid me-
chanics using low order finite elements. Both small deformation and finite
deformation J2 plasticity problems are considered. The goal is to consis-
tently derive, within the framework of the OSGS method, a modified vari-
ational mixed formulation of the original problem with enhanced stability
properties.
It is well known that the standard irreductible Galerkin finite element

method with low-order piecewise polynomials perform miserably in nearly
incompressible problems, exhibiting spurious wild oscillations of the mean
pressure and leading to a response which is almost completely locked due
to the incompressibility constraint. In the computational literature these
devastating numerical difficulties are referred to as locking phenomena. Ac-
tually, the exact incompressibility problem does not admit an irreductible
formulation and, consequently, a mixed displacement/pressure framework is
necessary in that case. Even though, many standard mixed finite element
formulations, particularly those using low order interpolations, also perform
poorly or totally fail to perform for nearly incompressibility or incompress-
ibility problems, producing results throughly polluted by spurious oscillations
of the pressure.
To overcome these difficulties, over the years different strategies were

suggested to reduce or avoid volumetric locking and pressure oscillations in
finite element solutions. For an engineering oriented presentation see the
well known books of Zienkiewicz and Taylor [45], Hughes [19] and Simo and
Hughes (1998) [39]. For a more mathematically oriented presentation see the
book of Brezzi and Fortin [3]. Different mixed and enhanced finite element
formulations were proposed and degrees of success were obtained. See, e.g.,
Simo, Taylor and Pister [42], Simo [35], [36], [40], Miehe [29], Simo and Rifai
[41], Simo and Armero [37]. Unfortunately, few approaches were succesfully
applied to low order finite elements, as shown for instance in Reddy and Simo
[32] for the enhanced assumed strain method. This was due to the strictness
of the inf-sup or Ladyzhenskaya-Babuška-Brezzi (LBB) condition when the
standard Galerkin finite element projection was straightforwardly applied to
mixed low order finite elements, as it imposes severe restrictions on the com-
patibility of the interpolations used for the displacement and pressure fields
[3], [45]. One significant effort in that direction was the so called mini ele-
ment [1], an attractive linear displacement/pressure triangle enhanced with
a cubic displacement bubble function. The mini element satisfies the LBB
condition, but it is only marginally stable and it does not perform very well
in many practical situations. Despite these not very good satisfactory re-
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sults, there still exists a great practical interest in the use of stable low order
elements, mainly motivated by the fact that, nowadays, tetrahedral finite
element meshes are relatively easy to generate for real life complex geome-
tries. Therefore, stabilization techniques for low order finite elements is a
very active research area in solid mechanics. Some recent formulations have
been proposed by Zienkiewicz et al. [46], Klaas, Maniatty and Shephard [24],
Oñate et al. [30], [31] and Maniatty et al. [27], [28].
On the other hand, research on stabilization methods for incompressibil-

ity, as well as other phenomena, in Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD)
has been always in the front line of research because of the innumerable
practical applications of the field [2], [4], [15], [21], [22]. In Hughes [20] and
Hughes et al. [23] the variational multiscale method was introduced as a
new computational mechanics paradigma to address stabilization problems
in CFD. Within the multiscale method it is assumed that there is a com-
ponent of the continuous (exact) solution which can not be captured by the
finite element solution. This component which is not captured by the finite
element solution is called the subgrid scale or the subscale. The consider-
ation of this subgrid scale leads to a modified variational formulation with
enhanced stability properties and allows the use of a convenient mixed ve-
locity/pressure equal linear interpolation. Since their inception, multiscale
methods have been extensively and successfully used in CFD. In Codina [13],
[14] the Orthogonal Subgrid Scales (OSGS) method was introduced, leading
to better sustained and better performing stabilization procedures.
In Computational Solid Mechanics (CSM), variational multiscale tech-

niques have been used by Garikipati and Hughes [16], [17] in strain localiza-
tion problems. Recently, a variational multiscale stabilization method based
on the OSGS has been applied to both incompressibility and nearly incom-
pressibility problems in small deformations elasticity by Valverde et al. [44],
Chiumenti et al. [11] and Christ et al. [10], J2 plasticity by Valverde et
al. [44], Chiumenti et al. [12], Cervera et al. [6] and Christ et al. [10],
softening and localization in J2 plasticity by Cervera, Chiumenti and Agelet
de Saracibar [7] and shear band localization using a J2 continuum damage
model by Cervera, Chiumenti and Agelet de Saracibar [9], [8].
The goal of this monograph is to consistently address the formulation of

multiscale methods, in particular the OSGS method, to incompressibility or
nearly incompressibility problems within the framework of small and finite
deformation J2 plasticity models and using low order finite elements.
The outline of the remaining of the monograph is as follows. Section 2

deals with the strong form, variational form and discrete variational form
of the mixed formulation of the nearly incompressibility problem in solid
mecanics, within a small deformation J2 plasticity framework. Section 3
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deals with the multiscale formulation of J2 plasticity models at small defor-
mations. Within the multiscale technique framework, the variational multi-
scale forms are derived, a nonlinear expression for the stabilization parameter
is proposed and the subsgrid scale displacements are approximated using an
OSGS stabilization method. Section 4 deals with the strong form, varia-
tional form and discrete variational form of the mixed formulation of the
nearly incompressibility problem in nonlinear solid mecanics, within a finite
deformation J2 plasticity framework. Section 5 deals with the multiscale for-
mulation of J2 plasticity models at finite deformations.Within the multiscale
technique framework, the variational multiscale forms are derived, a nonlin-
ear expression for the stabilization parameter is proposed and the subsgrid
scale displacements are approximated using an OSGS stabilization method.
Some computational and implementation aspects are discussed in Section 6.
An assessment of the behaviour of the formulation is presented in Section 7,
where some representative numerical simulations are shown and compared
with results obtained using P1 Galerkin displacements linear triangular (2D)
or tetrahedral (3D) elements, P1/P1 mixed linear displacement/linear pres-
sure triangular (2D) or tetrahedral (3D) elements and Q1/P0 bilinear (2D)
or trilinear (3D) displacement/constant pressure quadrilateral (2D) or hex-
ahedral (3D) elements. Some concluding remarks are addressed in Section
8. Finally, after an acknowledgement section, an Appendix including the
derivation of the linearization of the variational momentum balance residual
has been included.

2 Nearly Incompressibility Problem in Solid

Mechanics: Infinitesimal J2 Plasticity

Let us begin introducing some standard notation. Let Ω be an open and
bounded domain of Rndim, where ndim is the number of space dimensions, Ω
its closure and Γ its boundary which is considered split into two disjoint sets
such that Γ = ∂Ωu ∪ ∂Ωt and ∂Ωu∩∂Ωt = ∅. The space of square integrable
functions in Ω is denoted by L2 (Ω) and the space of functions of which its
derivatives up to order m ≥ 0 (integer) belong to L2 (Ω) by Hm (Ω) . The
space Hm

0 (Ω) consists of those functions that belong to H
m (Ω) and vanish

on ∂Ωu . Bold characters are used to denote vector counterpart of all these
spaces. The L2 inner product in Ω and in ∂Ω are denoted by (·, ·) and (·, ·)∂Ω,
respectively. Hereafter, orthogonality will be understood with respect to this
product.
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2.1 Strong form

Consider a displacemet field u and a mean-pressure field p. The mixed
Cauchy stress tensor can be written as σ (u, p) = p 1+ s (u) . Appropri-
ate boundary conditions will be taken as u = u on ∂Ωu and σ · n = t
on ∂Ωt, where u : ∂Ωu → Rndim and t : ∂Ωt → Rndim are the prescribed
displacement and traction vectors, respectively. Consider also the infinite-
dimensional spaces V =

©
u ∈ H1 (Ω) | u = u on ∂Ωu

ª
and Q = L2 (Ω)

for the displacement and pressure fields, respectively. We shall be interested
also in the space W = V ×Q. Then the strong form of the mixed formula-
tion for the nearly incompressibility problem in solid mechanics, within the
infinitesimal deformation framework, consists in finding a displacement field
u ∈ V and a mean-pressure field p ∈ Q such that

∇p + ∇ · s (u) + f = 0 in Ω (1)
1
κ
p−∇ · u = 0 in Ω (2)

where s (u) = dev [σ (u,p)] is the deviatoric part of the (mixed) Cauchy stress
tensor σ (u,p) , f : Ω→ R

ndim is the prescribed body force per unit volume
vector and κ is the bulk modulus. These equations must be supplied with an
appropiate constitutive equation for the deviatoric part of the Cauchy stress
tensor, which for the infinitesimal plasticity case will take the form s (u) =
2µdev [∇su− εp] where ∇su is the symmetric gradient of the displacements
tensor, εp is the plastic strain tensor, µ is the shear modulus and dev [·]
denotes the deviatoric operator.
Using an abstract compact notation, the problem defined by (1) and (2)

can be written as: find U ∈W such that

L (U) = F in Ω (3)

where U, L (U) and F are defined as

U =

·
u
p

¸
, L (U) =

·
−∇p − ∇ · s(u)
− 1

κ
p+∇ · u

¸
, F =

·
f
0

¸
(4)

2.2 Variational form

Consider the infinite-dimensional space V0 = H
1
0 (Ω) . We shall be interested

also in the spaceW0 = V0×Q. Then the variational formulation of the nearly
incompressibility problem in solid mechanics defined by (3) can be written
as: find U ∈W such that, for any V ∈W0,

(L (U) ,V) = (F,V) (5)
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Using the definitions given in (4) and setting V = [v, q]T the explicit expres-
sion for the variational form given by (5) takes the form

− (∇p,v) − (∇ · s (u) ,v) = (f ,v) ∀v ∈ V0 (6)

−( 1
κ
p, q) + (∇ · u,q) = 0 ∀ q ∈ Q (7)

Integrating by parts the left-hand side of (6), the above variational forms can
be written as:

(p,∇ · v) + (s (u) ,∇sv) = l (v) ∀ v ∈ V0 (8)

−( 1
κ
p, q) + (∇ · u,q) = 0 ∀ q ∈ Q (9)

where the operator l (v) := (f ,v)+
¡
t,v
¢
∂Ω
has been introduced and the fact

that s (u) is a symmetric tensor has been used.
Then, introducing an abstract compact notation, the variational formu-

lation of the nearly incompressibility problem in solid mechanics given by (5)
can be alternatively written as: find U ∈W such that, for any V ∈W0,

B (U,V) = L (V) (10)

where

B (U,V) = (p,∇ · v) + (s (u) ,∇sv)− ( 1
κ
p, q) + (∇ · u,q) (11)

L (V) = l (v) (12)

2.3 Discrete variational form

The standard Galerkin projection of this variational problem is now straight-
forward. Let Ph denote a finite element partition of the domain Ω. The
diameter of an element domain e ∈ Ph is denoted by he and the diameter
of the finite element partition by h = max {he | e ∈ Ph} . We can now con-
struct conforming finite element spaces Vh ⊂ V, Qh ⊂ Q and Wh = Vh×Qh
in the usual manner, as well as the corresponding subspaces Vh,0 ⊂ V0 and
Wh,0 = Vh,0×Qh. In principle, functions in Vh are continuous, whereas func-
tions in Qh not necessarily. Likewise, the polynomial orders of these spaces
may be different. Then, the discrete version of the variational problem (10)
consists in finding Uh ∈Wh such that for any Vh ∈Wh,0

B (Uh,Vh) = L (Vh) (13)

Remark 1 As it is well known, convenient displacement-pressure interpola-
tions, such as equal linear interpolations, turn out to violate the inf-sup or
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Babuška-Brezzi condition. To circumvent this condition, the idea now is to
replace the discrete variational problem (13) by a suitable discrete stabilized
variational problem, such that the variational form B is replaced by a possi-
bly mesh dependent variational form Bstab with enhanced stability properties.
Eventually, the linear form L may be also replaced by a possibly mesh depen-
dent form Lstab. This is done in the next sections through the introduction
of the subgrid scale method.

3 Multiscale Formulation of J2 Plasticity Mod-

els at Small Deformations

In this section, a stabilization of the mixed formulation of J2 plasticity models
at small deformations is introduced within the framework of multiscale meth-
ods. The variational multiscale form is considered first. Then an approximate
solution for the subgrid scales is sought. Within the OSGS method, we are
taking the orthogonal space to the finite element solution space as the nat-
ural space of the subscales. A suitable nonlinear expression of the (scalar)
stabilization parameter is proposed for small deformation plasticity models.
Finally, the finite element projection of the pressure gradient is introduced as
a third independent field and the resulting stabilized multiscale variational
forms are derived.

3.1 Variational multiscale form

Multiscale approach. Within the paradigmatic framework of the multiscale
methods introduced by Hughes [20], the subgrid scale method seeks to ap-
proximate the effect of the component of the continuous solution which can
not be captured by the finite element mesh used to obtain the discrete finite
element solution. The unresolved component is referred to as the subgrid
scale or subscale. Let W =Wh⊕fW, where fW is any suitable space to com-
plete Wh in W. Obviously, fW is an infinite-dimensional space, but once the
final method is formulated, it will be approximated by a finite-dimensional
space, although we will keep the same symbol for it in order to simplify the
notation. We will refer to fW as the space of the subgrid scales or the space of
the subscales. Likewise, letW0 =Wh,0⊕fW0, with fW0 any space to complete
Wh,0 inW0. With the above definitions in hand, we consider that there exists

a component eU ∈ fW of the exact continuous solution U ∈W which can not
be captured by the solution provided by the finite element methodUh ∈Wh,
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such that

U = Uh + eU (14)

where for the nearly incompressibility problem in solid mechanics U, Uh and
eU take the form

U =

·
u
p

¸
, Uh =

·
uh
ph

¸
, eU =

·
eu
ep

¸
(15)

where Uh is the resolved component of the primary variable provided by
the finite element solution and may be interpreted as the projection of the
exact solution U onto the finite-dimensional space introduced by the finite
element discretization. Therefore eU is the component of the exact continuous
solution which can not be captured by the discrete finite element solution. It
is now necessary to introduce some additional finite-dimensional subspaces
associated to the previously defined infinite-dimensional spaces.
Variational multiscale approach. Introducing the split ofU given by (14),

the variational multiscale formulation of the nearly incompressibility problem
in solid mechanics given by (10) can be written as: findUh ∈Wh and eU ∈ fW
such that:

B(Uh + eU,Vh) = L (Vh) ∀ Vh ∈Wh,0 (16)

B(Uh + eU, eV) = L(eV) ∀ eV ∈ fW0 (17)

Proposition 2 We will assume that the subgrid scale associated to the pres-
sure field is zero ep = 0, i.e. we will assume that the exact pressure field may
be captured by the finite element solution while the subgrid scale associated
to the displacement field is considered.

Assuming that ep = 0, i.e., that the exact pressure field may be captured
by the finite element solution and, therefore, the subgrid scale associated to
the pressure is zero, the variational multiscale formulation given by (16) and

(17) can be written as: find (uh, ph) ∈Wh and (eu, 0) ∈ fW such that:

(ph,∇ · vh) + (s (uh+eu) ,∇svh) = l (vh) ∀ vh ∈ Vh,0 (18)

(∇ · uh − 1
κ
ph, qh) + (∇ · eu,qh) = 0 ∀ qh ∈ Qh (19)

(ph,∇ · ev) + (s (uh+eu) ,∇sev) = l (ev) ∀ ev ∈ eV0 (20)

Remark 3 Note that due to the fact that the subscale associated to the pres-
sure field has been assumed to be zero, the variational equation associated to
the pressure subgrid scale in (17) leads to a zero identity.
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Time discrete variational multiscale form. Consider a time discretization
of the time interval of interest I = [0, T ], being [tn, tn+1] a typical discrete
subinterval. We will denote as (·)n and (·)n+1 the time discrete values of
the variable (·) at the times tn and tn+1, respectively. Then the time dis-
crete variational multiscale formulation (16) and (17) can be written as: find

(uh,n+1, ph,n+1) ∈Wh and (eun+1, 0) ∈ fW such that:

(ph,n+1,∇ · vh) + (s (uh,n+1+eun+1) ,∇svh) = ln+1 (vh) ∀ vh ∈ Vh,0 (21)

(∇ · uh,n+1 − 1
κ
ph,n+1, qh) + (∇ · eun+1,qh) = 0 ∀ qh ∈ Qh (22)

(ph,n+1,∇ · ev) + (s (uh,n+1+eun+1) ,∇sev) = ln+1 (ev) ∀ ev ∈ eV0 (23)

where ln+1 (vh) := (f ,vh) +
¡
tn+1,vh

¢
∂Ω
and ln+1 (ev) := (f ,ev) +

¡
tn+1,ev

¢
∂Ω
.

Note that the last equation represents an infinite-dimensional variational
form for the subgrid scales.

Proposition 4 Stress split. Linearization of the deviatoric stress tensor.
Consider the linearization of the deviatoric stress term s (uh,n+1+eun+1). Us-
ing a Taylor series expansion about the displacement solution provided by the
finite element approximation uh,n+1 and keeping only the linear terms, yields

s (uh,n+1+eun+1) = s (uh,n+1) +Ds (uh,n+1) ·∇seun+1 (24)

where the directional derivative Ds (uh,n+1) ·∇seun+1 takes the form
Ds (uh,n+1) ·∇seun+1 = cdevh,n+1 : ∇seun+1 (25)

and cdevh,n+1 denotes the deviatoric part of the consistent (algorithmic) tangent
moduli [39]. Substituting (25) into (24) yields

s (uh,n+1+eun+1) = s (uh,n+1) + cdevh,n+1 : ∇seun+1 (26)

Therefore, we consider an additive split of the deviatoric stress sn+1 :=
s (uh,n+1+eun+1) at time step n+ 1 into a finite element approximation term
sh,n+1 := s (uh,n+1) and a linear term of the subgrid scales esn+1 := es (uh,n+1,eun+1)
which can not be captured by the finite element approximation

sn+1 := sh,n+1 +esn+1 (27)

where

sn+1 = s (uh,n+1+eun+1) (28)

sh,n+1 = s (uh,n+1) = 2µdev
£
∇suh,n+1 − εph,n+1

¤
(29)

esn+1 = cdevh,n+1 : ∇seun+1 (30)

12



Remark 5 The stress tensor associated to the subgrid scales es (uh,n+1,eun+1),
which in general will be a function of the current displacements provided by
the finite element solution, should be viewed as an incremental perturbation
relative to the current stress tensor solution provided by the finite element
approximation.

Using the additive split of the deviatoric stress tensor sn+1, substituting
(27) into the time discrete variational forms (21), (22), (23), the time dis-
crete variational multiscale formulation (16) and (17) can be written as: find

(uh,n+1, ph,n+1) ∈Wh and (eun+1, 0) ∈ fW such that:

(ph,n+1,∇ · vh) + (sh,n+1,∇svh) + (esn+1,∇svh) = ln+1 (vh) ∀ vh ∈ Vh,0(31)
(∇ · uh,n+1 − 1

κ
ph,n+1,qh) + (∇ · eun+1,qh) = 0 ∀ qh ∈ Qh (32)

(ph,n+1,∇ · ev) + (sh,n+1,∇sev) + (esn+1,∇sev) = ln+1 (ev) ∀ ev ∈ eV0 (33)

The goals now are twofold. First, to find an approximate solution for
the (displacement) subgrid scales within the infinite-dimensional variational
problem (33). For this, the infinite-dimensional space of the subgrid scales
will be approximated by a finite-dimensional space which, within the OSGS
method, will be the orthogonal space to the finite element space. Second,
to substitute the approximate solution for the subgrid scales into the finite-
dimensional variational problem given by (31) and (32).

3.2 Orthogonal Subgrid Scales (OSGS)

Algorithmic variational form for the subgrid scales. Integrating by parts
within each element the first two terms of the left-hand-side of (33) and
taking into account the equilibrium of (exact) tractions at the interelement
boundaries, yields

nelmX

e=1

(esn+1,∇sev)|Ωe =
nelmX

e=1

(∇ph,n+1 +∇ · sh,n+1 + f ,ev)|Ωe ∀ ev ∈ eV0

which at the element level yields,

(esn+1,∇sev)|Ωe = (∇ph,n+1 +∇ · sh,n+1 + f ,ev)|Ωe ∀ ev ∈ eV0 (34)

where the right-hand side term represents the variational form of the residual
of the momentum balance equation given by the finite element approxima-
tion.
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Table 1. Hyperelastic J2-flow model at small deformations
i. Additive split of strains
ε (u)= εe (u) + εp (u)
ii. Free energy with uncoupled volumetric and deviatoric contributions

ψ = 1
2
κ tr2 [ε (u)] + µdev2 [εe (u)] + 1

2
Hξ2 + 1

3
H kξk2

iii. Mixed elastic and hardening response
σ (u,p) = p1+ s, p = κ tr [ε (u)], s (u) = 2µdev [εe (u)]
q = −Hξ, q = −2

3
Hξ

iv. Von Mises yield condition

φ (s, q,q) := ks− qk−
q

2
3
(σ0 − q) 6 0

v. Associative flow rule

ε̇p = γ n, ξ̇ = γ
q

2
3
, ξ̇ = −γ n; n = s−q

ks−qk
vi. Kuhn-Tucker loading/unloading conditions
γ > 0, φ 6 0, γφ = 0
vii. Consistency condition

γφ̇ = 0 if φ = 0

Table 1: Hyperelastic J2-flow model at small deformations

Algorithm approximation of the stabilization parameters matrix. Consider
now a (inverse) stabilization matrix τ−1e,n+1 such that the following variational
approximation holds for the subgrid scales at the element level

(esn+1,∇sev)|Ωe :=
¡
τ−1e,n+1eun+1, ev

¢¯̄
Ωe

∀ ev ∈ eV0 (35)

which, using the algorithmic approximation for the constitutive equation for
the subgrid scales given by 30, yields

¡
cdevh,n+1 : ∇seun+1,∇sev

¢¯̄
Ωe
:=
¡
τ−1e,n+1eun+1, ev

¢¯̄
Ωe

∀ ev ∈ eV0 (36)

Consider now a J2-plastic flow with linear isotropic and kinematic hard-
ening. A summary of the J2-plastic flow model is shown in Table 1. Table
2 shows the main steps involved in the radial return mapping algorithm and
consistent tangent elastoplastic moduli [39]. Assuming plastic loading, the
deviatoric part of the consistent (algorithmic) tangent elastoplastic moduli
cdevh,n+1 takes the form (see Table 2) [39]:

cdevh,n+1 = 2µ θn+1(I− 1
3
1⊗ 1)− 2µ θn+1nn+1 ⊗ nn+1 (37)
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Table 2. Hyperelastic J2-flow model at small deformations
Radial return mapping algorithm. Linear isotropic/kinematic hardening
Step 1. Database and initial data
Given the database {εpn, ξn, ξn} at time tn and
prescribed displacement {un+1} , such that εn+1 = ∇sun+1
Step 2. Trial elastic state
strialn+1 := 2µdev [εn+1 − εpn] , qtrialn+1 := −Hξn, qtrialn+1 := −23Hξn
f trialn+1 :=

°°strialn+1 − qtrialn+1

°°−
q

2
3

¡
σ0 − qtrialn+1

¢
,

nn+1 =
¡
strialn+1 − qtrialn+1

¢
/
°°strialn+1 − qtrialn+1

°°
Step 3. Check for plastic loading
IF f trialn+1 6 0 THEN

Set (·)n+1 := (·)
trial
n+1 and EXIT

END IF
Step 4. Radial return mapping

sn+1 := 2µ θn+1s
trial
n+1 , θn+1 := 1− 2µ γn+1

kstrialn+1 −qtrialn+1 k
, γn+1 =

f trialn+1 /(2µ)

1+(H+H)/(3µ)

Step 5. Update database

εpn+1 = εpn + γn+1nn+1, ξn+1 = ξn + γn+1

q
2
3
, ξn+1 = ξn − γn+1nn+1

Step 6. Consistent elastoplastic tangent moduli
Cn+1 = κ 1⊗ 1+ 2µ θn+1

£
I− 1

3
1⊗ 1

¤
− 2µ θn+1nn+1 ⊗ nn+1

θn+1 := 1− 2µ γn+1

kstrialn+1 −qtrialn+1 k
, θn+1 = 1/

¡
1 +

¡
H +H

¢
/ (3µ)

¢
− (1− θn+1)

Table 2: Hyperelastic J2-flow model at small deformations. Radial return
mapping algorithm. Linear isotropic/kinematic hardening
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Proposition 6 Algorithmic approximation of the scalar stabilization pa-
rameter. In order to introduce an approximate solution for the subgrid scales
eun+1, the following simple scalar approximation to the constitutive equation
for the subgrid scales is considered [6]

esn+1 := cdevh,n+1 : ∇seun+1 ≈ 2eµn+1 dev [∇seun+1] (38)

where the consistent elastoplastic moduli has been taken as

cdevh,n+1 ≈ 2eµn+1(I− 1
3
1⊗ 1)

and the (secant) subgrid scale shear modulus for plastic loading is defined as
[6]

eµn+1 = µ
°°dev[εeh,n+1]

°°
kdev[εh,n+1]k

(39)

Substituting (38) into (36) yields the following variational approximation for
the subscales at the element level

¡
τ−1e,n+1eun+1, ev

¢¯̄
Ωe
:=
¡
2eµn+1 dev [∇seun+1] ,∇sev

¢¯̄
Ωe

∀ ev ∈ eV0 (40)

where the inverse of the (scalar) stabilization parameter τ e,n+1 is locally (at
the element level) defined at time n+ 1 as [6]:

τ−1e,n+1 =
2eµn+1
ch2e

(41)

where c is a mesh-size independent constant to be determined.

Remark 7 For elastic loading/unloading the subgrid scale shear module eµn+1
remains constant and takes the same value as the shear modulus µ [11], [44].

Subgrid Scales. Algebraic Subgrid Scales (ASGS) and Orthogonal Sub-
grid Scales (OSGS). Using (38), (41), (35) and (34) the following variational
approximation for the subscales at the element level holds

(eun+1, ev)|Ωe = (τ e,n+1(∇ph,n+1 +∇ · sh,n+1 + f),ev)|Ωe ∀ ev ∈ eV0
and the subgrid scales can be approximated as

eun+1 = τ e,n+1 (∇ph,n+1 +∇ · sh,n+1 + f) + vh,ort

where vh,ort ∈ fW⊥ belongs to the orthogonal space of the subscales. Here
different options are available to approximate the subscales, according to
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the expression chosen for vh,ort. Consider the following two options, leading
to the so called Algebraic Subgrid Scales (ASGS) and Orthogonal Subgrid
Scales (OSGS) methods, respectively.
Algebraic Subgrid Scales Method (ASGS). Within the ASGS method, we

take vh,ort = 0 and the subgrid scale associated to the displacement field is
approximated as

eun+1 = τ e,n+1 (∇ph,n+1 +∇ · sh,n+1 + f)

Note that within the ASGS, the subscales can be viewed as proportional
to the residual of the momentum balance equation provided by the finite
element solution.
Orthogonal Subgrid Scales Method (OSGS). Within the OSGS method, we

take vh,ort = −τ e,n+1Ph (∇ph,n+1 +∇ · sh,n+1 + f) , where Ph (·) represents
the L2 projection onto the finite element space Wh, and the subgrid scale
associated to the displacement field is approximated as

eun+1 = τ e,n+1P
⊥
h (∇ph,n+1 +∇ · sh,n+1 + f)

where P⊥h (·) = (·) − Ph (·) is the L2 orthogonal projection onto W⊥
h . Note

that within the OSGS we are implicitly considering that fW ≈ W⊥
h , i.e., we

are taking the orthogonal space to the finite element solution space as space
of the subgrid scales. In this work we will adopt the OSGS method as the
variational multiscale stabilization method.

Remark 8 We will assume that the body forces per unit volume belongs to
the finite element solution space, i.e., P⊥h (f) = 0. Furthermore, for linear el-
ements the deviatoric stress tensor is constant within the elements and there-
fore the orthogonal projection onto the finite element space of the divergence
of the deviatoric stress tensor is zero, i.e., P⊥h (∇ · sh,n+1) = 0. For higher
order elements, we will still assume that this contribution is negligible and
thus, that the following approximation P⊥h (∇ · sh,n+1) = 0 holds. Then, the
approximation at the element level for the subscales using the OSGS method
leads to the following simple expression

eun+1 = τ e,n+1P
⊥
h (∇ph,n+1) (42)

3.3 Discrete stabilized variational form

The goal now is to introduce the approximation found for the subscales using
the OSGS method into the finite-dimensional variational problem given by
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(31) and (32). Integrating by parts the last term of the left-hand side of
(32) within each element and neglecting the interelement boundary terms or
assuming that the subgrid scales vanish at the element boundaries (such as
for bubble enhancements), the variational stabilized equations (31) and (32)
can be written as:

(ph,n+1,∇ · vh) + (sh,n+1,∇svh) +

+

nelmX

e=1

(esn+1,∇svh)|Ωe = ln+1 (vh) ∀ vh ∈ Vh,0

¡
∇ · uh,n+1 − 1

κ
ph,n+1,qh

¢
−
nelmX

e=1

(eun+1,∇qh)|Ωe = 0 ∀ qh ∈ Qh

Using the constitutive equation (38), integrating now by parts the last
term of the left-hand side of (31) within each element and neglecting the
interelement boundary terms or assuming that the subgrid scales vanish at
the element boundaries (such as for bubble enhancements), the last term of
the left-hand side of (31) can be written at the element level as

(esn+1,∇svh)|Ωe =
¡
2eµn+1 dev [∇seun+1] ,∇svh

¢¯̄
Ωe
=

=
¡
∇seun+1, 2eµn+1 dev [∇svh]

¢¯̄
Ωe
=

= −
¡
eun+1,∇ ·

¡
2eµn+1 dev [∇svh]

¢¢¯̄
Ωe

and, substituting this result into the above variational forms, yields

(ph,n+1,∇ · vh) + (sh,n+1,∇svh)−

−
nelmX

e=1

¡
eun+1,∇ ·

¡
2eµn+1 dev [∇svh]

¢¢¯̄
Ωe
= ln+1 (vh) ∀ vh ∈ Vh,0 (43)

¡
∇ · uh,n+1 − 1

κ
ph,n+1,qh

¢
−
nelmX

e=1

(eun+1,∇qh)|Ωe = 0 ∀ qh ∈ Qh (44)

Remark 9 Note that for linear elements 2eµn+1 dev [∇svh] is constant within
the elements and therefore the last term of the left-hand side of (43) is zero,
i.e. ∇ ·

¡
2eµn+1 dev [∇svh]

¢
= 0.
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Then, using the above Remark and introducing the approximation for the
subscales given by (42) the stabilized variational formulation can be written
as: find (uh,n+1, ph,n+1) ∈Wh such that

(ph,n+1,∇ · vh) + (sh,n+1,∇svh) = ln+1 (vh) ∀ vh ∈ Vh,0 (45)

¡
∇ · uh,n+1 − 1

κ
ph,n+1,qh

¢
−

−Pnelm
e=1

¡
τ e,n+1P

⊥
h (∇ph,n+1) ,∇qh

¢¯̄
Ωe
= 0 ∀ qh ∈ Qh (46)

Remark 10 Note that (45), (46) correspond to the time discrete counterpart
of the discrete stabilized variational problem defined as: find Uh ∈ Wh such
that for any Vh ∈Wh,0

Bstab (Uh,Vh) = Lstab (Vh)

where the OSGS stabilized (mesh-dependent) forms Bstab (Uh,Vh) and Lstab (Vh)
can be written as

Bstab (Uh,Vh) := B (Uh,Vh)−
Pnelm

e=1

¡
τ e,n+1P

⊥
h (∇ph,n+1) ,∇qh

¢¯̄
Ωe

Lstab (Vh) := L (Vh)

Set Πh,n+1 := Ph (∇ph,n+1) as the projection of the pressure gradient onto
the finite element space Wh. Let Υ = H1 and Υh ⊂ Υ be the space of
the pressure gradient projection and its finite element associated subspace,
respectively. Then, taking Πh,n+1 ∈ Υh as an additional independent contin-
uous variable, the orthogonal projection of the discrete pressure gradient can
be written as P⊥h (∇ph,n+1) := ∇ph,n+1−Πh,n+1 and the following variational
form holds

(∇ph,n+1,ηh)|Ωe − (Πh,n+1,ηh)|Ωe = 0 ∀ ηh ∈ Vh,0
Finally, introducing the discrete pressure gradient projection as a third

continuous independent variable, the stabilized variational problem can be
written as: find (uh,n+1, ph,n+1,Πh,n+1) ∈ Vh×Qh ×Υh such that:

(ph,n+1,∇ · vh) + (sh,n+1,∇svh) = ln+1 (vh) ∀ vh ∈ Vh,0 (47)

¡
∇ · uh,n+1 − 1

κ
ph,n+1,qh

¢
−

−
nelmX

e=1

(τ e,n+1 (∇ph,n+1 −Πh,n+1) ,∇qh)|Ωe = 0 ∀ qh ∈ Qh (48)
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nelmX

e=1

(∇ph,n+1 −Πh,n+1,ηh)|Ωe = 0 ∀ ηh ∈ Vh,0 (49)

Remark 11 Note that within the OSGS method the variational stabilization
term at the element level − (τ e,n+1(∇ph,n+1 −Πh,n+1),∇qh)|Ωe is proportional
to the difference between the continuous (projected) and the discontinuous (el-
emental) pressure gradients, while within the ASGS method the stabilization
term is proportional to the residual itself. Therefore, in both cases, the stabi-
lization terms decreases very rapidly upon mesh refinement, but for the OSGS
method this happens at a greater rate.

Remark 12 Note that in the final stabilized variational problem there is only
a remaining stabilization term which appears in (48), while (47) remains the
same as for the original problem. On the other hand, a further variable has
been introduced. However, as it is shown in the next section, this drawback
can easily be overcome to get a computational robust and efficient procedure.

Remark 13 To gain further insight on the OSGS stabilization technique,
note that the resulting stabilized variational equations could be viewed (as-
suming that the stabilization parameter is constant) as the variational form
of the following stabilized continuous (strong form) equations

∇p + ∇ · s (u) + f = 0 in Ω
1
κ
p−∇ · u− τ

¡
∇2p−∇ ·Π

¢
= 0 in Ω

∇p−Π = 0 in Ω

with the appropriate boundary conditions.

3.4 Computational and implementation aspects

Once the finite element discretization has been performed, the matrix form
of the algebraic system resulting from the variational system (47), (48), (49)
takes the form

Fdev (Un+1) +GPn+1 = F (50)

G
T
Un+1 − (Mp + Lτ ,n+1)Pn+1 +G

T
τ ,n+1Πn+1 = 0 (51)

Gτ ,n+1Pn+1 −Mτ ,n+1Πn+1 = 0 (52)

where capital letters Un+1, Pn+1 and Πn+1 denote the vectors of displacement,
pressure and pressure gradient projection nodal unknowns at time step n+1,
F denotes the vector of nodal external forces, Fdev (Un+1) denotes the vector
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of nodal internal forces arising from the deviatoric stress tensor and G, GT ,
Mp, Lτ ,n+1, G

T
τ ,n+1, Gτ ,n+1 and Mτ ,n+1 denote the matrices arising from the

gradient operator, divergence operator, pressure mass-like, stabilized lapla-
cian operator, stabilized divergence operator, stabilized gradient operator
and stabilized displacement mass-like terms, respectively. Note that the sta-
bilization matrices become time-dependent, because the stabilization factor
may depend on the displacement unknown Un+1.

Remark 14 From (52), dropping the n+ 1 subindices to simplify the nota-
tion, it should be noted that formally expressing the nodal pressure gradient
projection vector Π in terms of the nodal pressure unknowns P and substitut-
ing the result Π =M−1

τ GτP into (51) yields

G
T
U−

¡
Mp + Lτ −GTτM−1

τ Gτ

¢
P =0

where Lτ −GTτM−1
τ Gτ can be identified as the sought stabilization matrix to

be added to the pressure mass-like matrix Mp to obtain a discrete stabilized
constitutive equation for the pressure field. For the exact incompressibility
case, the matrix term Mp drops out and (51) yields

G
T
U−

¡
Lτ −GTτM−1

τ Gτ

¢
P =0

where −
¡
Lτ −GTτM−1

τ Gτ

¢
P represents the stabilization term to be added to

the discrete incompressibility condition GTU = 0.

Remark 15 It should be noted that condensation of the nodal pressure gra-
dient projection unknowns Π at the element level is not feasible in practice
because it is a continuous variable. To perform the condensation at the global
level it is not computational efficient because it would yield to a reduced sys-
tem of equations but with a totally spoiled banded structure.

A computational efficient and robust solution algorithm can be built up
solving for Un+1 and Pn+1, within an incremental iterative Newton-Raphson
procedure, keeping fixed Πn from the previous computed time step, using
Lτ ,n and G

T
τ ,n (evaluated at time tn instead of tn+1) and considering the

exact linearization of the modified algebraic system

Fdev (Un+1) +GPn+1 = F

G
T
Un+1 − (Mp + Lτ ,n)Pn+1 = −GTτ ,nΠn

leading to the following algebraic linear system of equations

K
dev
T

³
U
(i)
n+1

´
∆U

(i)
n+1 +G∆P

(i)
n+1 = −Ru

³
U
(i)
n+1,P

(i)
n+1

´

G
T∆U

(i)
n+1 − (Mp + Lτ ,n)∆P

(i)
n+1 = −Rp

³
U
(i)
n+1,P

(i)
n+1

´
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where the discrete residual vectors Ru
³
U
(i)
n+1,P

(i)
n+1

´
and Rp

³
U
(i)
n+1,P

(i)
n+1

´

take the form

Ru

³
U
(i)
n+1,P

(i)
n+1

´
= Fdev

³
U
(i)
n+1

´
+GP

(i)
n+1 − F

Rp

³
U
(i)
n+1,P

(i)
n+1

´
= G

T
U
(i)
n+1 − (Mp + Lτ ,n)P

(i)
n+1 +G

T
τ ,nΠn

KdevTn+1

³
U
(i)
n+1

´
denote the deviatoric part of the consistent tangent operator,

and ∆U
(i)
n+1 := U

(i+1)
n+1 − U(i)n+1 and ∆P

(i)
n+1 := P

(i+1)
n+1 − P(i)n+1 denote the incre-

ments of nodal displacement and Kirchhoff pressure unknowns, respectively.
The discrete nodal pressure gradient projection vector at time tn+1 is

computed as

Πn+1 =M
−1
τ ,n+1Gτ ,n+1Pn+1

when the converged values for the discrete nodal displacement and pressure
vectors Un+1 and Pn+1, respectively, have been obtained.

Remark 16 Computation of the discrete nodal pressure gradient projection
vector Πn+1 can be performed in a straightforward manner by considering a
lumped structure of the pressure mass-like matrix M−1

τ ,n+1.

Typical element entries (·)AB corresponding to nodes A and B for the
above matrices take the form

K
dev
T

¯̄AB
Ωe

=

Z

Ωe

BAuC
dev
T BBu dV0

G|ABΩe =

Z

Ωe

∇NA
u N

B
p dV0

Mp|
AB
Ωe

=

Z

Ωe

1
κ
NA
p N

B
p dV0

Lτ |
AB
Ωe

=

Z

Ωe

τ e(∇NA
p )

T∇NB
p dV0

Gτ |
AB
Ωe

=

Z

Ωe

τ e∇NA
p N

B
p dV0

Mτ |
AB
Ωe

=

Z

Ωe

τ eN
A
ΠN

B
Π dV0 1

where NA
u , N

A
p and NA

Π denote the interpolation shape functions at node
A for the displacement, pressure and pressure gradient projection fields, re-
spectively, ∇NA

u and ∇NA
p denote the gradient of the interpolation shape

functions at node A for the displacement and pressure fields, respectively,
and BAu denotes the interpolation matrix at node A for the infinitesimal
strain field.
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4 Nearly Incompressibility Problem in Solid

Mechanics: Finite Deformation J2 Plastic-

ity

Let us begin introducing some standard notation. Let Ω be an open and
bounded domain of Rndim, where ndim is the number of space dimensions, Ω
its closure and Γ its boundary which is considered split into two disjoint sets
such that Γ = ∂Ωu ∪ ∂Ωt and ∂Ωu∩∂Ωt = ∅. The space of square integrable
functions in Ω is denoted by L2 (Ω) and the space of functions of which its
derivatives up to order m ≥ 0 (integer) belong to L2 (Ω) by Hm (Ω) . The
space Hm

0 (Ω) consists of those functions that belong to H
m (Ω) and vanish

on ∂Ωu . Bold characters are used to denote vector counterpart of all these
spaces. The L2 inner product in Ω and in ∂Ω are denoted by (·, ·) and (·, ·)∂Ω,
respectively. Hereafter, orthogonality will be understood with respect to this
product.

4.1 Strong form

Let us consider an elastoplastic (isotropic) material model at finite defor-
mations within the framework of phenomenological models derived from a
micromechanical description of single-crystal metal plasticity. An essential
feature of this micromechanical description is the introduction of an interme-
diate local stress-free configuration, relative to which the elastic response of
the material is characterized. From a phenomenological standpoint this no-
tion leads to a local multiplicative decomposition of the deformation gradient
of the form F = FeFp, where Fe and Fp denote the elastic and plastic defor-
mation gradients, respectively. In addition, in accordance with a standard as-
sumption in metal plasticity, we assume that the plastic flow is isochoric and
therefore the following relations hold: det [Fp] = 1, J := det [F] = det [Fe].
Consistent with the assumptions of isotropy, isochoric plastic flow and the
notion of an intermediate stress-free configuration, we characterize the stress
response by an uncoupled volumetric/isochoric stored-energy function of the
form [39],

W
³
J,b

e
´
= U (J) +W

³
b
e
´

(53)

where the volumetric part U (J) of the stored energy function W
³
J,b

e
´
is

a convex function of the determinant of the (elastic) deformation gradient

J := det [F] and the isochoric part W
³
b
e
´
of the stored energy function
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W
³
J,b

e
´
is a function of the isochoric elastic left Cauchy-Green tensor b

e

defined as b
e
:= J−

2

3be, where be = FeFeT is the elastic left Cauchy-Green
tensor. Here we consider the following explicit forms for the volumetric and
isochoric parts of the stored-energy function

U (J) = 1
2
κ log2 (J) (54)

W
³
b
e
´
= 1

2
µ
³
tr
h
b
e
i
− 3
´

(55)

where µ > 0 and κ > 0 are interpreted as the shear modulus and the bulk
modulus, and tr [·] = 1 : [·] denotes the spatial trace operator, where 1 is the
second order unit tensor.
Following a standard derivation [39], [42] the (mixed) Kirchhoff stress

tensor can be written as

τ (u,π) = π1+ s (u)

where the Kirchhoff pressure π := 1
3
tr [τ (u,π)], to be viewed as an indepen-

dent variable, and the deviatoric component of the (mixed) Kirchhoff stress
tensor s (u) : = dev [τ (u,π)] take the form

π = JU 0 (J)

s (u) = µdev
h
b
e
i

Note that the uncoupled volumetric/isochoric stored-energy function re-
sults in uncoupled volumetric/deviatoric stress response, where dev [·] :=¡
I−1

3
1⊗ 1

¢
: [·] is the spatial deviatoric operator and I is the fourth-order

identity tensor. U 0 (J) denotes the derivative of U (J) with respect to J . In
what follows, it will be implicitly assumed that J = J (u) is a function of the
displacement field u.
Appropriate boundary conditions will be taken as u = u on ∂Ωu and τ

F−T N = t
N
on ∂Ωt, where u : ∂Ωu → Rndim and t

N
: ∂Ωt → Rndim are the

prescribed displacement and nominal traction vectors, respectively, and N is
the unit outer normal field to ∂Ω. Consider the infinite-dimensional spaces
V =

©
u ∈ H1 (Ω) | u = u on ∂Ωu

ª
and Q = L2 (Ω) for the displacement

and Kirchhoff pressure fields, respectively. We shall be interested also in
the space W = V ×Q. Then the strong form of the mixed formulation for
the nearly incompressibility problem in finite deformation solid mechanics
consists in finding a displacement field u ∈ V and a Kirchhoff pressure field
π ∈ Q such that

J ∇
¡
J−1π

¢
+ J ∇ ·

¡
J−1s (u)

¢
+ f = 0 in Ω (56)

π − JU 0 (J) = 0 in Ω (57)
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where f : Ω→ R
ndim is the prescribed body force per unit reference volume

vector, ∇ (·) denotes the spatial gradient operator and ∇ · (·) denotes the
spatial divergence operator.
Using an abstract compact notation, the problem defined by (56) and

(57) can be written as: find U ∈W such that

L (U) = F in Ω (58)

where U, L (U) and F are defined as

U =

·
u
π

¸
, L(U) =

·
−J ∇ (J−1π) − J ∇ · (J−1s (u))

−π + JU 0 (J)

¸
, F =

·
f
0

¸

(59)

4.2 Variational form

Consider the infinite-dimensional space V0 = H
1
0 (Ω) . We shall be interested

also in the spaceW0 = V0×Q. Then the variational formulation of the nearly
incompressibility problem in solid mechanics defined by (58) can be written
as: find U ∈W such that for any V ∈W0

(L(U),V) = (F,V) (60)

Using the definitions given in (59) and setting V = [v, q]T the explicit ex-
pression for the variational form given by (60) is

−(J ∇
¡
J−1π

¢
,v) − (J ∇ ·

¡
J−1s (u)

¢
,v) = (f ,v) ∀ v ∈ V0 (61)

− (π, q) + (JU 0 (J) ,q) = 0 ∀ q ∈ Q (62)

Integrating by parts the left-hand side of (61), the above variational forms
can be written as:

(π,∇ · v) + (s (u) ,∇sv) = l (v) ∀ v ∈ V0
− (π, q) + (JU 0 (J) ,q) = 0 ∀ q ∈ Q

where the operator l (v) := (f ,v) +
³
t
N
,v
´
∂Ω
has been introduced and the

fact that s (u) is a symmetric tensor has been used.
Introducing an abstract compact notation, the variational formulation of

the nearly incompressibility problem in solid mechanics given by (60) can be
alternatively written as: find U ∈W such that for any V ∈W0

B (U,V) = L (V) (63)

where

B (U,V) = (π,∇ · v) + (s (u) ,∇sv)− (π, q) + (JU 0 (J) ,q) (64)

L (V) = l (v) (65)
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4.3 Discrete variational form

The standard Galerkin projection of this variational problem is now straight-
forward. Let Ph denote a finite element partition of the domain Ω. The
diameter of an element domain e ∈ Ph is denoted by he and the diameter
of the finite element partition by h = max {he | e ∈ Ph} . We can now con-
struct conforming finite element spaces Vh ⊂ V, Qh ⊂ Q and Wh = Vh×Qh
in the usual manner, as well as the corresponding subspaces Vh,0 ⊂ V0 and
Wh,0 = Vh,0×Qh. In principle, functions in Vh are continuous, whereas func-
tions in Qh not necessarily. Likewise, the polynomial orders of these spaces
may be different. Then, the discrete version of the variational problem (63)
consists in finding Uh ∈Wh such that for any Vh ∈Wh,0

B (Uh,Vh) = L (Vh) (66)

Remark 17 As it is well known, convenient displacement-pressure interpo-
lations, such as equal linear interpolations, turn out to violate the inf-sup or
Babuška-Brezzi condition. To circumvent this condition, the idea now is to
replace the discrete variational problem (66) by a suitable discrete stabilized
variational problem, such that the variational form B is replaced by a possi-
bly mesh dependent variational form Bstab with enhanced stability properties.
Eventually, the linear form L may be also replaced by a possibly mesh depen-
dent form Lstab. This is done in the next sections through the introduction of
the subgrid scale method.

5 Multiscale Formulation of J2 Plasticity Mod-

els at Finite Deformations

In this section, a stabilization of the mixed formulation of J2 plasticity models
at finite deformations is introduced within the framework of multiscale meth-
ods. The variational multiscale form is considered first. Then an approximate
solution for the subgrid scales is sought. Within the OSGS method, we are
taking the orthogonal space to the finite element solution space as the nat-
ural space of the subscales. A suitable nonlinear expression of the (scalar)
stabilization parameter is proposed for finite deformation plasticity models.
Finally, the finite element projection of the Kirchhoff pressure gradient is in-
troduced as a third independent field and the resulting stabilized multiscale
variational forms are derived.
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5.1 Variational multiscale form

Multiscale approach. Within the paradigmatic framework of the multiscale
methods introduced by Hughes [20], the subgrid scale method seeks to ap-
proximate the effect of the component of the continuous solution which can
not be captured by the finite element mesh on the discrete finite element
solution. The unresolved component is referred to as the subgrid scale or
subscale. Let W = Wh⊕fW, where fW is any suitable space to complete
Wh in W. Obviously, fW is an infinite-dimensional space, but once the final
method will be formulated, it is approximated by a finite-dimensional space,
although we will keep the same symbol for it in order to simplify the nota-
tion. We will refer to fW as the space of the subgrid scales or the space of the
subscales. Likewise, let W0 = Wh,0 ⊕ fW0, with fW0 any space to complete
Wh,0 in W0. With the above definitions in hand, we consider that there is a

component eU ∈ fW of the exact continuous solution U ∈ W which can not
be captured by the solution provided by the finite element methodUh ∈Wh,
such that

U = Uh + eU (67)

where for the nearly incompressibility problem in solid mechanics U, Uh and
eU take the form

U =

·
u
π

¸
, Uh =

·
uh
πh

¸
, eU =

·
eu
eπ

¸
(68)

where Uh is the resolved component of the primary variable provided by
the finite element solution and may be interpreted as the projection of the
exact solution U onto the finite-dimensional space introduced by the finite
element discretization, Therefore eU is the component of the exact continuous
solution which can not be captured by the discrete finite element solution. It
is now necessary to introduce some additional finite-dimensional subspaces
associated to the previously defined infinite-dimensional spaces.
Variational multiscale approach. Introducing the split ofU given by (67),

the variational multiscale formulation of the nearly incompressibility problem
in solid mechanics given by (63) can be written as: findUh ∈Wh and eU ∈ fW
such that:

B(Uh + eU,Vh) = L (Vh) ∀ Vh ∈Wh,0 (69)

B(Uh + eU, eV) = L(eV) ∀ eV ∈ fW0 (70)

Assuming that eπ = 0, i.e. that the exact Kirchhoff pressure field may be
captured by the finite element solution and therefore the subgrid scale associ-
ated to the Kirchhoff pressure is zero, the variational multiscale formulation
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given by (69) and (70) can be written as: find (uh,πh) ∈Wh and (eu, 0) ∈ fW
such that:

(πh,∇ · vh) + (s (uh+eu) ,∇svh) = l (vh) ∀ vh ∈ Vh,0 (71)

(J (uh+eu)U 0 (J (uh+eu))− πh,qh) = 0 ∀ qh ∈ Qh (72)

(πh,∇ · ev) + (s (uh+eu) ,∇sev) = l (ev) ∀ ev ∈ eV0 (73)

Note that due to the fact that the subscale associated to the Kirchhoff pres-
sure field has been assumed to be zero, the second equation in (70) leads to
a zero identity.
Time discrete variational multiscale form. Consider a time discretization

of the time interval of interest I = [0, T ], being [tn, tn+1] a typical discrete
subinterval. We will denote as (·)n and (·)n+1 the time discrete values of
the variable (·) at the times tn and tn+1, respectively. Then the time dis-
crete variational multiscale formulation (69) and (70) can be written as: find

(uh,n+1,πh,n+1) ∈Wh and (eun+1, 0) ∈ fW such that:

(πh,n+1,∇ · vh)+ (s (uh,n+1+eun+1) ,∇svh) = ln+1 (vh) ∀ vh ∈ Vh,0
(74)

(J (uh,n+1+eun+1)U 0 (J (uh,n+1+eun+1))− πh,n+1,qh) = 0 ∀ qh ∈ Qh
(75)

(πh,n+1,∇ · ev)+ (s (uh,n+1+eun+1) ,∇sev) = ln+1 (ev) ∀ ev ∈ eV (76)

where ln+1 (vh) := (f ,vh)+
³
t
N
n+1,vh

´
∂Ω
and ln+1 (ev) := (f ,ev)+

³
t
N
n+1,ev

´
∂Ω
.

Note that the last equation represents an infinite-dimensional variational
form for the subgrid scales.

Proposition 18 Deviatoric stress and Kirchhoff pressure split. Consider the
linearization of J (uh,n+1+eun+1)U 0 (J (uh,n+1+eun+1)) and s (uh,n+1+eun+1).
To deal with this linearizations we will perform a Taylor series expansion
about the current displacement solution provided by the finite element aprox-
imation and keep only the linear terms in the subgrid scales.
Linearization of [JU 0 (J)]|

uh,n+1+eun+1 . The linearization of the Kirchhoff

pressure [JU 0 (J)]|
uh,n+1+eun+1 yields

[JU 0 (J)]|
uh,n+1+eun+1 = [JU 0 (J)]|

uh,n+1
+ D [JU 0 (J)]|

uh,n+1
· eun+1
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where the directional derivative D [JU 0 (J)]|
uh,n+1

· eun+1 along the direction
eun+1 evaluated at uh,n+1 takes the form

D [JU 0 (J)]|
uh,n+1

· eun+1 = [JU 0 (J)]
0¯̄
uh,n+1

DJ |
uh,n+1

· eun+1

and, taking into account that the directional derivative DJ |
uh,n+1

· eun+1 takes
the form

DJ |
uh,n+1

· eun+1 = J (uh,n+1)∇ · eun+1

where ∇ · (·) denotes the spatial divergence operator, the linearization of the
(exact) volumetric term [JU 0 (J)]|

uh,n+1+eun+1 yields

[JU 0 (J)]|
uh,n+1+eun+1 = [JU

0 (J)]|
uh,n+1

+ [JU 0 (J)]0
¯̄
uh,n+1

J |
uh,n+1

∇ · eun+1

For the explicit form of the volumetric part of the stored-energy function
given by (54), the following relations hold JU 0 (J) = κ log (J), [JU 0 (J)]0 = κ
J−1 and, introducing the short notation Jn+1 := J |

uh,n+1+eun+1and Jh,n+1 :=

J |
uh,n+1

, the linearization yields

log Jn+1 = log Jh,n+1 +∇ · eun+1

and, therefore, the following relation holds Jn+1 = Jh,n+1 exp (∇ · eun+1).
Linearization of s (uh,n+1+eun+1) . The linearization of the deviatoric stress

s (uh,n+1+eun+1) yields

s (uh,n+1+eun+1) = s (uh,n+1) +Ds (uh,n+1) ·∇seun+1 (77)

where

Ds (uh,n+1) ·∇seun+1 = cdevh,n+1 : ∇seun+1 (78)

where, assuming plastic loading, cdevh,n+1 denotes the deviatoric part of the con-
sistent (algorithmic) tangent moduli, e.g., for plastic loading the deviatoric
part of the consistent elastoplastic moduli arising from the linearization of
the radial return mapping for a J2 plasticiy model [39]. Substituting (78)
into (77) yields

s (uh,n+1 + eun+1) = s (uh,n+1) + cdevh,n+1 : ∇seun+1
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Therefore the deviatoric stress sn+1 := s (uh,n+1 + eun+1) at time step n + 1,
can be additively splitted into a finite element approximation term sh,n+1 :=
s (uh,n+1) and a linear term of the subgrid scales esn+1 := es (uh,n+1,eun+1)
which can not be captured by the finite element approximation

sn+1 = sh,n+1 +esn+1 (79)

where

sn+1 = s (uh,n+1+eun+1) (80)

sh,n+1 = s (uh,n+1) = µdev
h
b
e

h,n+1

i
(81)

esn+1 = cdevh,n+1 : ∇seun+1 (82)

Remark 19 The deviatoric stress tensor associated to the subgrid scales
esn+1 := es (uh,n+1,eun+1), which in general will be a function of the current
displacements provided by the finite element solution, should be viewed as an
incremental perturbation relative to the current stress tensor solution pro-
vided by the finite element approximation.

Using the additive split of the deviatoric stress tensor sn+1, substituting
(79) into the time discrete variational forms (74), (75) (divided by the bulk
modulus) and (76), the time discrete variational multiscale formulation (69)

and (70) can be written as: find (uh,n+1,πh,n+1) ∈ Wh and (eun+1, 0) ∈ fW
such that:

(πh,n+1,∇ · vh)+ (sh,n+1,∇svh)+ (esn+1,∇svh) = ln+1 (vh) ∀ vh ∈ Vh,0(83)¡
log Jh,n+1 − 1

κ
πh,n+1,qh

¢
+(∇ · eun+1,qh) = 0 ∀ qh ∈ Qh (84)

(πh,n+1,∇ · ev)+ (sh,n+1,∇sev)+ (esn+1,∇sev) = ln+1 (ev) ∀ ev ∈ eV0 (85)

The goals now are twofold. First, to find an approximate solution for
the (displacement) subgrid scales within the infinite-dimensional variational
problem (85). For this, the infinite-dimensional space of the subgrid scales
will be approximated by a finite-dimensional space which, within the OSGS
method, will be the orthogonal space to the finite element space. Second,
to substitute the approximate solution for the subgrid scales into the finite-
dimensional variational problem given by (83) and (84).
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5.2 Orthogonal Subgrid Scales (OSGS)

Algorithmic variational form for the subgrid scales. Integrating by parts
within each element the first two terms of the left-hand-side of (85) and
taking into account the equilibrium of (exact) tractions at the interelement
boundaries yields

nelmX

e=1

(esn+1,∇sev)|Ωe =

nelmX

e=1

¡
Jh,n+1∇(J−1h,n+1πh,n+1) + Jh,n+1∇ · (J−1h,n+1sh,n+1) + f ,ev

¢¯̄
Ωe

∀ev ∈ eV0

which at the element level yields ∀ ev ∈ eV0,

(esn+1,∇sev)|Ωe =
¡
Jh,n+1∇(J−1h,n+1πh,n+1) + Jh,n+1∇ · (J−1h,n+1sh,n+1) + f ,ev

¢¯̄
Ωe

(86)

where the right-hand side term represents the variational form of the residual
of the momentum balance equation given by the finite element approxima-
tion.
Algorithm approximation of the stabilization parameters matrix. Consider

now a (inverse) stabilization matrix τ−1e,n+1 such that the following variational
approximation holds for the subgrid scales at the element level

(esn+1,∇sev)|Ωe :=
¡
τ−1e,n+1eun+1, ev

¢¯̄
Ωe

∀ ev ∈ eV0 (87)

which, using the algorithmic approximation for the constitutive equation for
the subgrid scales given by (82), yields

¡
cdevh,n+1 : ∇seun+1,∇sev

¢¯̄
Ωe
:=
¡
τ−1e,n+1eun+1, ev

¢¯̄
Ωe

∀ ev ∈ eV0 (88)

Consider now a J2-plastic flow model with isotropic hardening. A sum-
mary of the J2-plastic flow model with isotropic hardening is shown in Table
3. Table 4 shows the main steps involved in the radial return mapping algo-
rithm and Table 5 shows the expression of the consistent tangent elastoplastic
moduli considering a linear isotropic hardening law [35], [36], [37], [39], [40],
[42].
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Table 3. Hyperelastic J2-flow model at finite deformations

i. Multiplicative decomposition of the deformation gradient
F = FeFp

ii. Free energy with linear isotropic hardening

ψ
³
J,b

e
, ξ
´
:= U (J) +W

³
b
e
´
+H(ξ)

U (J) = 1
2
κ log2 (J) , J = det [F] = det [Fe]

W
³
b
e
´
= 1

2
µ
³
tr
h
b
e
i
− 3
´
, b

e
= J−

2

3be, be = FeFeT

H (ξ) = 1
2
Hξ2 − (σ0 − σ∞)(ξ − (1− exp(−δξ))/δ)

iii. Mixed hyperelastic and hardening reponse

τ (u,π) = π1+ s (u) , π = JU 0 (J) , s (u) = µdev
h
b
e
i

q = −Hξ + (σ0 − σ∞)(1− exp(−δξ))
iv. Von-Mises yield condition

φ (s, q) := ksk−
q

2
3
(σ0 − q) 6 0

v. Associative flow rule

Lvb
e
= γ 2

3
tr
h
b
e
i
n, ξ̇ = γ

q
2
3
, n = s/ ksk

vi. Kuhn-Tucker loading/unloading conditions
γ > 0, φ 6 0, γφ = 0
vii. Consistency condition

γφ̇ = 0 if φ = 0

Table 3: Hyperelastic J2-flow model at finite deformations
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Table 4. Hyperelastic J2-flow model at finite deformations

Radial return mapping algorithm
Step 1. Database and initial data

Given the database
n
b
e

n, ξn

o
at time step n and

prescribed motion ϕn+1 and pressure πn+1 at time step n+ 1
Step 2. Compute elastic predictor

b
e,trial

n+1 = fn+1b
e

nf
T

n+1, fn+1 = det [fn+1]
−1/3 fn+1, fn+1 = Fn+1F

−1
n

ξtrialn+1 = ξn

strialn+1 = µdev
h
b
e,trial

n+1

i
, qtrialn+1 = −Hξtrialn+1 + (σ0 − σ∞)(1− exp(−δξtrialn+1 ))

f trialn+1 =
°°strialn+1

°°−
q

2
3

¡
σ0 − qtrialn+1

¢

Step 3. Check for plastic loading
IF f trialn+1 6 0 THEN

Set (·)n+1 := (·)
trial
n+1 and EXIT

END IF
Step 4. Radial return mapping

Set: µn+1 = µI
e

n+1, I
e

n+1 :=
1
3
tr
h
b
e,trial

n+1

i

Compute: γn+1 =
f trialn+1 /(2µn+1)
1+H/(3µn+1)

, nn+1 := s
trial
n+1/

°°strialn+1

°°

sn+1 = s
trial
n+1 − 2µn+1γn+1nn+1, ξn+1 = ξtrialn+1 +

q
2
3
γn+1

Step 5. Addition of elastic pressure
τn+1 = πn+11+ sn+1
Step 6. Update of intermediate configuration and database

b
e

n+1 = sn+1/µ+ I
e

n+11

Table 4: Hyperelastic J2-flow model at finite deformations. Radial return
mapping algorithm
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Table 5. Hyperelastic J2-flow model at finite deformations

Deviatoric consistent elastoplastic moduli

cdevn+1 = (1− β1) c
dev,trial
n+1 −

−2µ
¡
β3nn+1 ⊗ nn+1 + β4 sym

£
nn+1 ⊗ dev

£
n2n+1

¤¤¢

cdev,trialn+1 = 2µ
¡
I− 1

3
1⊗ 1

¢
− 2

3

°°strialn+1

°° (nn+1 ⊗ 1+ 1⊗ nn+1)
β0 = 1 +H/ (3µ) , β1 := 2µ

γn+1

kstrialn+1 k
, β2 := (1− 1/β0)23

kstrialn+1 k
µ

γn+1

β3 = 1/β0 − β1 + β2, β4 = (1/β0 − β1)
kstrialn+1 k

µ

Table 5: Hyperelastic J2-flow model at finite deformations. Deviatoric con-
sistent elastoplastic moduli

Proposition 20 Algorithmic approximation of the scalar stabilization pa-
rameter. In order to introduce an approximate solution for the subgrid scales
eun+1, the following simple secant approximation to the constitutive equation
for the subgrid scales is considered

esn+1 := cdevh,n+1 : ∇seun+1 ≈ 2eµn+1 dev [∇seun+1] (89)

where, assuming plastic loading, the deviatoric part of the consistent elasto-
plastic moduli has been replaced by cdevh,n+1 ≈ 2eµn+1

¡
I− 1

3
1⊗ 1

¢
and the (se-

cant) subgrid scale shear modulus for plastic loading is defined as

eµn+1 := µ J−2/3h,n+1

°°°dev[beh,n+1]
°°°

°°dev[bh,n+1]
°°

Substituting (89) into (88) yields the following variational approximation for
the subscales at the element level

(esn+1,∇sev)|Ωe : =
¡
2eµn+1 dev [∇seun+1] ,∇sev

¢¯̄
Ωe

: =
¡
τ−1e,n+1eun+1, ev

¢¯̄
Ωe

∀ ev ∈ eV0

where the inverse of the (scalar) stabilization parameter τ e,n+1 is locally (at
the element level) defined at time n+ 1 as

τ−1e,n+1 =
2eµn+1
ch2e

(90)

where c is a mesh-size independent constant to be determined numerically.
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Remark 21 For elastic loading/unloading the subgrid scale shear modulus

eµn+1 is defined as eµn+1 = µ J−2/3h,n+1.

Subgrid Scales. Algebraic Subgrid Scales (ASGS) and Orthogonal Sub-
grid Scales (OSGS). Using (89), (90), (87) and (86) the following variational
approximation for the subscales at the element level holds

(eun+1, ev)|Ωe =¡
τ e,n+1

¡
Jh,n+1∇(J−1h,n+1πh,n+1) + Jh,n+1∇ · (J−1h,n+1sh,n+1) + f

¢
,ev
¢¯̄

Ωe
∀ ev ∈ eV0

and the subgrid scales, at the element level, can be approximated as

eun+1 = τ e,n+1
¡
Jh,n+1∇(J−1h,n+1πh,n+1) + Jh,n+1∇ · (J−1h,n+1sh,n+1) + f

¢
+ vh,ort

where vh,ort ∈ fW⊥ belongs to the orthogonal space of the subscales. Here
different options are available to approximate the subscales, according to
the expression chosen for vh,ort. Consider the following two options, leading
to the so called Algebraic Subgrid Scales (ASGS) and Orthogonal Subgrid
Scales (OSGS) methods, respectively.
Algebraic Subgrid Scales Method (ASGS). Within the ASGS method, we

take vh,ort = 0 and the subgrid scale displacements, at the element level, are
approximated as

eun+1 = τ e,n+1
¡
Jh,n+1∇(J−1h,n+1πh,n+1) + Jh,n+1∇ · (J−1h,n+1sh,n+1) + f

¢

Remark 22 Note that within the ASGS, the subscales can be viewed as pro-
portional to the residual of the momentum balance equation provided by the
finite element solution.

Orthogonal Subgrid Scales Method (OSGS). Within the OSGS method, we
take vh,ort = −τ e,n+1Ph

¡
Jh,n+1∇(J−1h,n+1πh,n+1) + Jh,n+1∇ · (J−1h,n+1sh,n+1) + f

¢
,

where Ph (·) represents the L2 projection onto the finite element space Wh,
and the subgrid scale displacements, at the element level, are approximated
as

eun+1 = τ e,n+1P
⊥
h

¡
Jh,n+1∇(J−1h,n+1πh,n+1) + Jh,n+1∇ · (J−1h,n+1sh,n+1) + f

¢

where P⊥h (·) = (·)− Ph (·) is the L2 orthogonal projection onto W⊥
h .

In this work we will adopt the OSGS method as the variational multiscale
stabilization method.
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Remark 23 Note that within the OSGS we are implicitly considering that
fW ≈ W⊥

h , i.e., we are taking the orthogonal space to the finite element
solution space as space of the subscales. Then, the subscales can be viewed
as proportional to the orthogonal projection to the finite element space of the
residual of the momentum balance equation provided by the finite element
solution.

Remark 24 We will assume that the body forces per unit reference volume
belongs to the finite element solution space, i.e., P⊥h (f) = 0. Furthermore, we
will neglect the contribution arising from the spatial divergence of the devia-
toric stress component, e.g., we will assume that P⊥h

¡
Jh,n+1∇ · (J−1h,n+1sh,n+1)

¢
=

0 holds. On the other hand, for linear elements the finite element approx-
imation of the Jacobian Jh,n+1 is constant within an element. Then, the
approximation at the element level for the subscales using the OSGS method
leads to the following simple expression

eun+1 = τ e,n+1P
⊥
h (∇πh,n+1) (91)

In this work we will mainly adopt the OSGS method as the variational
multiscale stabilization method.

5.3 Discrete stabilized variational form

The goal now is to introduce the approximation found for the subscales using
the OSGS method into the finite-dimensional variational problem (83), (84).
Using the stress split (79), integrating by parts the last term of the left-hand
side of (84) within each element and neglecting the interelement boundary
terms or assuming that the subgrid scales vanish at the element boundaries
(such as for bubble enhancements), the variational stabilized equations (83)
and (84) can be written as:

(πh,n+1,∇ · vh) + (sh,n+1,∇svh) +

+

nelmX

e=1

(esn+1,∇svh)|Ωe = ln+1 (vh) ∀ vh ∈ Vh,0

¡
log Jh,n+1 − 1

κ
πh,n+1,qh

¢
−
nelmX

e=1

¡
eun+1, Jh,n+1∇(J−1h,n+1qh)

¢¯̄
Ωe
= 0 ∀ qh ∈ Qh

Using the constitutive equation (89), integrating by parts the last term of
the left-hand side of (83) within each element and neglecting the interelement
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boundary terms or assuming that the subgrid scales vanish at the element
boundaries (such as for bubble enhancements), the last term of the left-hand
side of (83) may be written at the element level as

(esn+1,∇svh) =
¡
2eµn+1 dev [∇seun+1] ,∇svh

¢
=

=
¡
∇seun+1, 2eµn+1 dev [∇svh]

¢
=

= −
¡
eun+1, Jh,n+1∇ ·

¡
J−1h,n+12eµn+1 dev [∇svh]

¢¢

and, substituting this result into the above variational forms, we obtain

(πh,n+1,∇ · vh) + (sh,n+1,∇svh)−

−
nelmX

e=1

¡
eun+1, Jh,n+1∇ ·

¡
J−1h,n+12eµn+1 dev [∇svh]

¢¢¯̄
Ωe
= ln+1 (vh) ∀ vh ∈ Vh,0

(92)

¡
log Jh,n+1 − 1

κ
πh,n+1,qh

¢
−
nelmX

e=1

¡
eun+1, Jh,n+1∇(J−1h,n+1qh)

¢¯̄
Ωe
= 0 ∀ qh ∈ Qh

(93)

Remark 25 Note that for linear elements Jh,n+1 and dev [∇svh] are constant
within the elements and then∇·

¡
J−1h,n+1 dev [∇svh]

¢
= 0 and Jh,n+1∇(J−1h,n+1qh) =

∇qh. Furthermore, the last term of the left-hand side of (92) will be neglected,
i.e. ∇ ·

¡
J−1h,n+12eµn+1 dev [∇svh]

¢
= 0.

Then, using the above Remark and introducing the approximation for the
subscales given by (91), the stabilized variational formulation can be written
as: find (uh,n+1,πh,n+1) ∈Wh such that

(πh,n+1,∇ · vh) + (sh,n+1,∇svh) = ln+1 (vh) ∀ vh ∈ Vh,0 (94)

¡
log Jh,n+1 − 1

κ
πh,n+1,qh

¢
−

−Pnelm
e=1

¡
τ e,n+1P

⊥
h (∇πh,n+1) ,∇qh

¢¯̄
Ωe
= 0 ∀ qh ∈ Qh (95)

Remark 26 Note that (94), (95) correspond to the time discrete counterpart
of the discrete stabilized variational problem defined as: find Uh ∈ Wh such
that for any Vh ∈Wh,0

Bstab (Uh,Vh) = Lstab (Vh)
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where the OSGS stabilized (mesh-dependent) forms Bstab (Uh,Vh) and Lstab (Vh)
can be written as

Bstab (Uh,Vh) := B (Uh,Vh)−
Pnelm

e=1

¡
τ e,n+1P

⊥
h (∇πh,n+1) ,∇qh

¢¯̄
Ωe

Lstab (Vh) := L (Vh)

Set Πh,n+1 := Ph (∇πh,n+1) as the projection of the Kirchhoff pressure
gradient onto the finite element space Wh. Let Υ = H1 and Υh ⊂ Υ be
the space of the Kirchhoff pressure gradient projection and its finite element
associated subspace, respectively. Then, taking Πh,n+1 ∈ Υh as an additional
independent continuous variable, the orthogonal projection of the discrete
Kirchhoff pressure gradient can be written as P⊥h (∇πh,n+1) := ∇πh,n+1 −
Πh,n+1 and the following variational form holds

(∇πh,n+1,ηh)|Ωe − (Πh,n+1,ηh)|Ωe = 0 ∀ ηh ∈ Vh,0

Finally, introducing the discrete Kirchhoff pressure gradient projection as
a third variable, the stabilized variational problem can be written as: find
(uh,n+1,πh,n+1,Πh,n+1) ∈ Vh×Qh ×Υh such that:

(πh,n+1,∇ · vh) + (sh,n+1,∇svh) = ln+1 (vh) ∀ vh ∈ Vh,0 (96)

¡
log Jh,n+1 − 1

κ
πh,n+1,qh

¢
−

−
nelmX

e=1

(τ e,n+1 (∇πh,n+1 −Πh,n+1) ,∇qh)|Ωe = 0 ∀ qh ∈ Qh (97)

nelmX

e=1

(∇πh,n+1 −Πh,n+1,ηh)|Ωe = 0 ∀ ηh ∈ Vh,0 (98)

Remark 27 Note that within the OSGS method the variational stabiliza-
tion term at the element level − (τ e,n+1 (∇πh,n+1 −Πh,n+1) ,∇qh)|Ωe is pro-
portional to the difference between the continuous (projected) and the dis-
continuous (elemental) Kirchhoff pressure gradients, while within the ASGS
method the stabilization term is proportional to the residual itself. There-
fore, in both cases, the stabilization terms decreases very rapidly upon mesh
refinement, but for the OSGS method this happens at a greater rate.
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Remark 28 Note that in the final stabilized variational problem there is
only a remaining stabilization term which appears in (97), while the (96)
remains the same as for the original problem. On the other hand, a further
variable has been introduced. However, as it is shown in the next section, this
drawback can easily be overcome to get a computational robust and efficient
procedure.

Remark 29 To gain further insight on the OSGS stabilization technique,
note that the resulting stabilized variational equations could be viewed (as-
suming that the stabilization parameter is constant) as the variational form
of the following stabilized continuous (strong form) equations

J ∇
¡
J−1π

¢
+ J ∇ ·

¡
J−1s (u)

¢
+ f = 0 in Ω

1
κ
π − log J − τ

¡
∇2π −∇ ·Π

¢
= 0 in Ω

∇π −Π = 0 in Ω

with the appropriate boundary conditions.

6 Computational and Implementation Aspects

From the computational efficiency point of view, the drawback related to
the introduction of a new variable field inherent to the OSGS can be easily
overcome to end up with a computational robust and efficient solution algo-
rithm. A convenient staggered solution method can be obtained by a slight
modification of the problem defined by the stabilized variational system of
equations (96), (97) and (98), in which we keep fixed the Kirchhoff pressure
gradient projection field Πh,n at the last converged time step tn while solving
for the displacement and Kirchhoff pressure fields uh,n+1 and πh,n+1, respec-
tively, at time tn+1. The update of the Kirchhoff pressure gradient projection
field is performed in a second step. Therefore the modified algorithmic sta-
bilized variational problem can be written as a two-step problem defined as
follows.
Problem 1. Given Πh,n ∈ Υh find (uh,n+1,πh,n+1) ∈ Vh×Qh such that:

(πh,n+1,∇ · vh) + (sh,n+1,∇svh) = ln+1 (vh) ∀ vh ∈ Vh,0

¡
log Jh,n+1 − 1

κ
πh,n+1,qh

¢
−

−
nelmX

e=1

(τ e,n (∇nπh,n+1 −Πh,n) ,∇nqh)|Ωe = 0 ∀ qh ∈ Qh
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where ∇n denotes the spatial gradient with respect to the previous converged
configuration at time step tn. Note also that the stabilization parameter τ e,n
is evaluated at time step tn.
The solution of Problem 1 is obtained using a Newton-Raphson incremen-

tal iterative algorithm. The resulting linearized variational system of equa-
tions at time step n+ 1, iteration i+ 1, can be written as: given Πh,n ∈ Υh,

find
³
∆u

(i)
h,n+1,∆π

(i)
h,n+1

´
∈ Vh×Qh such that:

³
∆π

(i)
h,n+1,∇ · vh

´
+
³³
c
dev (i)
h,n+1 − 2π

(i)
h,n+1I

´
: ∇s∆u(i)h,n+1,∇svh

´
+

+
³
∇∆u(i)h,n+1

³
π
(i)
h,n+11+ s

(i)
h,n+1

´
,∇vh

´
=

= −Ru
³
u
(i)
h,n+1,π

(i)
h,n+1;vh

´
∀ vh ∈ Vh,0 (99)

³
∇ ·∆u(i)h,n+1 − 1

κ
∆π

(i)
h,n+1,qh

´
−
nelmX

e=1

³
τ e,n∇n∆π

(i)
h,n+1,∇nqh

´¯̄
¯
Ωe
=

= −Rπ

³
u
(i)
h,n+1,π

(i)
h,n+1; qh

´
∀ qh ∈ Qh (100)

where Ru
³
u
(i)
h,n+1,π

(i)
h,n+1;vh

´
and Rπ

³
u
(i)
h,n+1,π

(i)
h,n+1; qh

´
denote the varia-

tional residual equations at time step n+ 1, iteration i, and are defined as

Ru
³
u
(i)
h,n+1,π

(i)
h,n+1;vh

´
:=

=
³
π
(i)
h,n+1,∇ · vh

´
+
³
s
(i)
h,n+1,∇svh

´
− ln+1 (vh) ∀ vh ∈ Vh,0

Rπ

³
u
(i)
h,n+1,π

(i)
h,n+1; qh

´
:=
³
log J

(i)
h,n+1 − 1

κ
π
(i)
h,n+1,qh

´
−

−
nelmX

e=1

³
τ e,n

³
∇nπ(i)h,n+1 −Πh,n

´
,∇nqh

´¯̄
¯
Ωe

∀ qh ∈ Qh

Problem 2. Given (uh,n+1,πh,n+1) ∈ Vh×Qh, find Πh,n+1 ∈ Υh such that:
nelmX

e=1

(∇πh,n+1 −Πh,n+1,ηh)|Ωe = 0 ∀ ηh ∈ Vh,0

Finite element projection. Once the finite element discretization has been
introduced, the matrix form of the algebraic system resulting from the vari-
ational Problem 1 takes the form

K
(i)
Tn+1

∆U
(i)
n+1 +G

(i)
n+1∆P

(i)
n+1 = −R(i)u,n+1

G
(i)T
n+1∆U

(i)
n+1 − (Mp + Lτ ,n)∆P

(i)
n+1 = −R(i)π,n+1
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where K
(i)
Tn+1

, G
(i)
n+1, Mp and Lτ ,n denote the matrices arising from the finite

element projection of the last three terms of the left-hand side of (99), the
first term of the left-hand side of (99), the first term of the left-hand side of

(100) and the third term of the left-hand side of (100), respectively, R
(i)
u,n+1

and R
(i)
π,n+1 denote the vectors arising from the finite element projection of

the variational residuals Ru
³
u
(i)
h,n+1,π

(i)
h,n+1;vh

´
and Rπ

³
u
(i)
h,n+1,π

(i)
h,n+1; qh

´
,

respectively, and ∆U
(i)
n+1 := U

(i+1)
n+1 − U(i)n+1 and ∆P

(i)
n+1 := P

(i+1)
n+1 − P(i)n+1 de-

note the increments of nodal displacement and Kirchhoff pressure unknowns,
respectively.

Remark 30 It should be noted that the resulting system of equations is sym-
metric. Block-symmetry arises as a result of the specific volumetric part of
the stored energy function considered, due to the fact that (JU 0 (J))0 = κJ−1

and DJ ·∆u = J ∇ ·∆u.

Once the finite element discretization has been introduced, the matrix
form of the algebraic system resulting from the variational Problem 2 takes
the form

Πn+1 =M
−1
τ ,n+1Gτ ,n+1Pn+1

where Mτ ,n+1 and Gτ ,n+1denote the matrices arising from the stabilized dis-
placement mass-like term and spatial gradient operator, respectively, and
Pn+1 and Πn+1 denote the vectors of Kirchhoff pressure and Kirchhoff pres-
sure gradient projection nodal unknowns at time step n + 1, respectively.
A lumped approximation to the stabilized mass-like matrix Mτ ,n+1 would
lead to a simple direct computation of the nodal Kirchhoff pressure gradient
projection unknowns.
Finite element matrices at elemen level. Typical element entries (·)AB

corresponding to nodes A and B for the above matrices and (·)A correspond-
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ing to node A for the above residual vectors take the form

KT |
AB
Ωe

=

Z

Ωe

¡
BAu
¢T ¡

CdevT − 2πI
¢
BBu dV0 +

Z

Ωe

¡
∇NA

u

¢T
τ∇NB

u dV0 1

G|ABΩe =

Z

Ωe

∇NA
u N

B
π dV0

Mp|
AB
Ωe

=

Z

Ωe

1
κ
NA

π N
B
π dV0

Lτ |
AB
Ωe

=

Z

Ωe

τ e
¡
∇NA

π

¢T ∇NB
π dV0

Gτ |
AB
Ωe

=

Z

Ωe

τ e∇NA
π N

B
π dV0

Mτ |
AB
Ωe

=

Z

Ωe

τ eN
A
ΠN

B
Π dV01

Ru|
A
Ωe

=

Z

Ωe

¡
BAu
¢T
τ dV0 −

Z

Ωe

NA
u f dV0 −

Z

∂Ωe∩∂Ωt
NA
u t

N
dS0

Rπ|
A
Ωe

=

Z

Ωe

NA
π

¡
log J − 1

κ
π
¢
dV0 −

−
Z

Ωe

τ e,n
¡
∇nNA

π

¢T
(∇nπ −Πh,n) dV0

where NA
u , N

A
π and NA

Π denote the interpolation shape functions at node
A for the displacement, Kirchhoff pressure and Kirchhoff pressure gradient
projection fields, respectively, ∇NA

u and ∇NA
π denote the gradient of the

interpolation shape functions at node A for the displacement and Kirchhoff
pressure fields, respectively, and BAu denote the interpolation matrix at node
A for the symmetric spatial gradient field.

7 Computational Simulations

The formulation presented in the preceeding sections is illustrated below
in a number of computational simulations. Performance of the OSGS sta-
bilized formulation is shown using triangular finite elements discretizations
for 2D plane strain problems and tetrahedral finite elements discretizations
for 3D problems. Numerical examples involving both infinitesimal and fi-
nite strains are considered. The Newton-Raphson method, combined with
a line search procedure, is used to solve the non-linear system of equations
arising from the spatial and temporal discretization of the stabilized varia-
tional problem. Simulations have been performed with an enhanced version
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of the finite element program COMET [5] developed by the authors at the
International Center for Numerical Methods in Engineering (CIMNE). Pre
and post-processing has been performed using GiD [18], also developed at
CIMNE.

7.1 Plane strain Cook’s membrane

The Cook’s membrane problem is a bending dominated example which has
been used by many authors as a reference test in the assessment of different
element formulations [41]. The problem consists of a tapered panel, clamped
on one side and subjected to a shearing load F = 1.8 at the free end. Ge-
ometry of the problem is shown in Figure 1. The material model is assumed
to be elastoplastic at small deformations. Elastic behaviour is assumed to
be incompressible. A J2-flow theory plasticity model with linear isotropic
hardening is used. Material constitutive parameters are: Young modulus
E = 70, Poisson coefficient ν = 0.4999, initial yield stress σY = 0.243 and
linear isotropic hardening parameter H = 0.135.
In order to test the convergence behaviour of the different formulations,

the problem has been discretized into 2x2, 5x5, 10x10, 20x20 and 50x50
triangular and quadrilateral finite element meshes. The mixed mean dilata-
tion/pressure quadrilateral Q1/P0 quadrilateral element has been considered
as a reference solution. Figure 2 shows the deformed geometry using Q1/P0
quadrilateral and P1/P1 OSGS triangular 10x10 finite element meshes.
Figure 3 shows the convergence behaviour for the vertical displacement

of the top corner for the different finite element meshes considered. Fig-
ure 3 shows the very poor behaviour of the standard P1 linear triangular
element due to the locking effect of the Galerkin formulation in incompress-
ibility conditions, leading to a value of the vertical displacement of the top
corner much lower than the right solution, even for finer meshes. It can also
be seen than the proposed stabilized mixed P1/P1OSGS triangular element
converges faster than the Q1/P0 quadrilateral element to the right solution

7.2 Punching of a rectangular block

This example deals with the punching of a rectangular box under plane strain
conditions. A rectangular block of 0.60 m × 0.20 m is subjected to compres-
sion on a central area of 0.20 m on the top surface, through a prescribed ver-
tical displacement of 0.012 m. Geometry and loading conditions are shown
on Figure 4. Boundary conditions are such that horizontal displacements
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Figure 1: Plane strain Cook’s membrane. Initial geometry

Figure 2: Plane strain Cook’s membrane. Deformed geometry using 10x10
finite element meshes of: (a) Q1/P0 quadrilateral elements; and (b) P1/P1
OSGS triangular elements
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Figure 3: Plane strain Cook’s membrane. Mesh convergence of vertical dis-
placement of the top corner

are allowed and vertical displacements are prescribed to zero on the bottom
surface. Horizontal displacements are prescibed to zero on the top surface
and there are no prescribed displacements on the lateral surfaces. Geome-
try of the problem is shown in Figure 4. The material model is assumed to
be elastoplastic at small deformations. Elastic behaviour is assumed to be
compressible. A J2-flow theory perfect plasticity model is used. Material
constitutive parameters are: Young modulus E = 1.96× 105 MPa, Poisson
coefficient ν = 0.3 and yield stress σY = 150 MPa.
The block has been discretized using non-structured triangular meshes of

P1 (standard linear displacement finite elements), P1/P1 (standard mixed
linear displacement/pressure finite elements) and P1/P1 OSGS (OSGS sta-
bilized mixed linear displacement/pressure finite elements) consisting of 357
nodes and 632 elements. A reference structured quadrilateral mesh of Q1P0
[42], consisting of 341 nodes and 632 elements, has been also considered. The
prescribed displacement is applied in 30 equal loading steps.

Figures 5 and 6 show the equivalent plastic strain and pressure distri-
bution obtained using P1 standard linear displacement triagular elements,
P1/P1 standard mixed linear displacement/pressure triangular elements, P1/P1
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Figure 4: Punching of a rectangular block. Geometry data: L = 0.60 m,
h = 0.20 m, a = 0.20 m and prescribed vertical displacement δ = 0.012 m.

P1 P1/P1

P1/P1 OSGS Q1/P0

Figure 5: Punching of a rectangular block. Equivalent plastic strain distri-
bution. (a) P1 standard linear displacement triangular element; (b) P1/P1
mixed linear/linear displacement/pressure triangular element; (c) P1/P1
OSGS stabilized mixed linear/linear triangular element; (d) Q1/P0 mixed
bilinear/constant displacement/pressure quadrilateral element
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P1 P1/P1

P1/P1 OSGS Q1/P0

Figure 6: Punching of a rectangular block. Pressure distribution. (a)
P1 standard linear displacement triangular element; (b) P1/P1 mixed lin-
ear/linear displacement/pressure triangular element; (c) P1/P1 OSGS sta-
bilized mixed linear/linear triangular element; (d) Q1/P0 mixed bilin-
ear/constant displacement/pressure quadrilateral element

OSGS stabilized mixed linear displacement/pressure triangular elements and
Q1/P0 mixed linear displacement/constant pressure quadrilateral elements.
All elements considered, except the standard P1 triangular element, are able
to capture well the equivalent plastic strain distribution. Results change
drastically where the pressure distribution is concerned. In this case, both
standard P1 triangular element and standard mixed P1/P1 triangular ele-
ment fail to capture the correct pressure distribution, while the P1/P1 OSGS
triangular element and Q1/P0 quadrilateral element are both able to capture
it. It is worth to note that the standard mixed P1/P1 triangular element
exhibits oscillations in the pressure distribution under elastoplastic J2-flow
theory, despite the fact that the elastic behaviour is compressible.

7.3 2D vertical cut

This example deals with a plane strain 2D vertical cut loaded throught a
rigid footing which sustains a central point load. Figure 7a depicts the ge-
ometry of the problem; dimensions are related to a length a = 5 m. Figure
7 also shows the meshes used in the analysis; (b) an unstructured mesh of
843 linear triangles (463 nodes) and (c) a structured 20 x 20 + 20 mesh of
Q1/P0 quadrilaterals (462 nodes). In the unstructured mesh the automatic
mesh generator uded tends to introduce patches of equilateral triangles with
predominant directions at −30o, +30o and +90o. Material model is assumed
to be elastoplastic at small deformations, involving incompressible elasticity
and perfect J2 plasticity. As the Q1/P0 element cannot deal with the purely
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Figure 7: 2D vertical cut. (a) Geometry; (b) Unstructured triangular mesh;
(c) Structured quadrilateral mesh

incompressible case the following material properties are assumed: Young’s
modulus E = 10 MPa, Poisson’s ratio ν = 0.499 and yield stress σY = 150
MPa. Perfect plasticity is considered because it should allow collapse me-
chanics to develop neatly and limit loads clearly defined.
Figure 8 shows load versus (point of application)-displacement curves for

the (a) standard irreductible P1, (b) standard mixed P1/P1, (c) stable mixed
P1/P1 OSGS, and (d) Q1/P0 cases. It is remarkable that the last two achieve
a well defined limit load, with practically overlapping curves; the standard
mixed formulation obtains a slightly higher limit load, while the irreductible
formulation clearly exhibits volumetric locking, both in the elastic and plastic
regimes.

Figure 9 depicts contours of the equivalent plastic strain once the plastic
flow is fully developed and the collapse mechanism can be appreciated (ver-
tical displacement of the load of 0.05 m). Very good and similar results are
obtained with the proposed formulation and with the mixed quadrilateral.
On the other hand, the standard irreductible linear triangles completely fail
to capture the correct plastic pattern and are badly affected by the mesh
direction bias. The standard mixed linear triangles show a plastic pattern
very similar to the one developed by the stable elements.
Figure 10 presents pressure contours at the same (final) time of the defor-

mation process. Lack of stability and severe oscillations of the pressure field
can be identified in both standard formulations. This is enough to completely
destabilize the irreductible formulation, although for this example it seems to
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Figure 8: 2D vertical cut. Load-displacement curve

have little influence in the deformation pattern, as the plastic deformations
does not depend on the pressure. Obviously, this is not always necessarily
the case, and especially in nonlinear analyses. The improved performance of
the proposed formulation is easily perceptible.
Concerning the CPU time required for the solution, the ratios between

the four cases are 1.28/1.50/1.58/1.00, taking the quadrilateral element as
reference. The proposed formulation is 58% more costly than the quadrilat-
eral (because of the 2/1 ratio for the number of elements and the 3/2 ratio
for the number of degrees of freedom), but the difference in cost with the
standard mixed triangles (same number of elements and degress of freedom)
is very small.

7.4 3D vertical cut

This example is a 3D version of the 2D vertical cut described above. Figure
11a depicts the geometry of the problem; dimensions are related to a length
a = 5 m. Figure 11b shows the unstructured mesh of linear P1/P1 OSGS
tetrahedral elements used in the computations (9, 533 nodes and 50, 080 ele-
ments). A structured 20 x 20 x 20 + 200 Q1/P0 hexahedral elements mesh
(9, 503 nodes), not shown, is used for comparison purposes.
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Figure 9: 2D vertical cut. Equivalent plastic strain (a) P1 element; (b)
P1/P1 element; (c) P1/P1 OSGS element; (d) Q1/P0 element

Figure 10: 2D vertical cut. Pressure (a) P1 element; (b) P1/P1 element; (c)
P1/P1 OSGS element; (d) Q1/P0 element

Figure 12 shows load versus (point of application)-displacement curves
for both cases considered. Again, it is remarkable that both formulations
achieve a well-defined limit load.
Figure 13 displays contours of the equivalent plastic strain once the plastic

flow is fully developed (vertical displacement of the load of 0.05m). Again, it
is remarkable that satisfactory results are obtained with the proposed formu-
lation in an unstructured mesh of P1/P1 OSGS tetrahedra, and very similar
to those obtained in a structured and regular mesh of Q1/P0 hexahedra.
The proposed formulation is 53% more costly than the hexahedron (be-

cause of the 6/1 ratio for the number of elements and the 4/3 ratio for the
number of degrees of freedom).

7.5 2D Prandtl’s punch test

This example is the well known 2D plane strain Prandtl’s punch test, often
used in the literature to test the ability of J2 plastic formulations to capture
collapse loads and mechanisms. Figure 14 depicts the geometry of the prob-
lem, again a rigid footing with a central point load; dimensions are related to
length b = 1 m. Because of the symmetry only half of the domain needs to be
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Figure 11: 3D vertical cut. (a) Geometry (b) Unstructured tetraedra mesh
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Figure 13: 3D vertical cut. Equivalent plastic strain. (a) P1/P1 OSGS
tetrahedral element; (b) Q1/P0 hexahedral element

discretized. Two meshes were used in the computations, an unstructured one
with linear triangles and a structured one with quadrilaterals (40 x 40 + 40
elements), both with about 1, 700 nodes.
Figure 15 shows (half)-load versus (point of application)-displacement

curves for P1, P1/P1, P1/P1 OSGS and Q1/P0 cases. The results confirm
the observations of the previous examples: the irreductible formulation locks
almost completely, while the other three formulations yield practically over-
lapping curves. The CPU ratios obtained are 1.26/1.53/1.62/1.0.
Figure 16 portrays contours of the equivalent plastic strain once the plas-

tic flow is fully developed and the collapse mechanism can be appreciated
(vertical displacement of the load 0.05 m). The ability of the proposed
formulation to capture the correct collapse mechanism and to match the
performance of the mixed quadrilateral is again demonstrated.
Finally, Figure 17 shows pressure contours at the same time of the defor-

mation process, where the serious deficiencies of the standard formulations
and the huge improvement achieved with a proper stabilization procedure
are evident.

7.6 Plane strain tensile test of a rectangular bar

This example is concerned with the plane strain tensile test of a rectangular
bar and has been studied by a number of authors as a localization problem
using different softening behaviours [37]. The specimen considered here has
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Figure 14: 2D Prandtl’s punch test. Initial geometry
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Figure 15: 2D Prandtl’s punch test. (Half)-load vs displacement curves.
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 16: 2D Prandtl’s punch test. Equivalent plastic strain contours: (a)
P1, (b) P1/P1, (c) P1/P1 OSGS, (d) Q1/P0

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 17: 2D Prandtl’s punch test. Pressure contours: (a) P1, (b) P1/P1,
(c) P1/P1 OSGS, (d) Q1/P0

a width of 12.826 mm and a length of 53.334 mm and is subjected to a
tensile test under ideal plane strain loading conditions. In order to trigger
the necking, we consider an initial geometric imperfection in the form of a
reduction of the width from its initial value at the top to 0.982% of this value
at the center of the specimen. Figure 18 shows the triangular and quadrilat-
eral mesh discretizations used in the simulations. Loading is imposed using
displacement control. A maximum vertical displacement of 5 mm is applied
at the top and bottom edges of the bar. The material model is assumed to be
elastoplastic at finite deformations. Elastic response is given by the stored
energy (53). Plastic response is modeled by a J2-flow theory with linear and
saturation isotropic hardening. Material properties are summarized in Table
6. The following finite elements have been considered in the simulations:
(a) Q1/P0 mixed bilinear displacements/constant pressure quadrilateral ele-
ment; (b) P1 standard irreductible linear displacements triangular element;
(c) P1/P1 mixed linear displacements/linear pressure triangular element; (d)
P1/P1 OSGS stabilized mixed linear displacements/linear pressure triangu-
lar element.
Figure 19 shows the deformed meshes obtained at the final stage of the

simulation for each one of the elements considered. Note that the P1 ir-
reductible linear displacements triangular element does not allows to fully
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Shear modulus µ 80.1938 GPa
Bulk modulus κ 164.206 GPa
Initial flow stress σ0 0.45 GPa
Residual flow stress σ∞ 0.715 GPa
Linear hardening coefficient H 0.12924 GPa
Saturation hardening exponent δ 16.93

Table 6: Plane strain tensile test of a rectangular bar. Material properties

capture the necking, while in all the other formulations necking develops
properly.

Figures 20 and 21 collect the numerical results obtained at the final stage
of the simulation for the equivalent plastic strain and the Kirchhoff pressure
distributions for each one of the elements considered. Figure 20 clearly shows
again that the P1 irreductible linear displacements triangular element can
not capture properly the development of the necking, giving an incorrect
distribution of the equivalent plastic strain in this area. The distributions
of the equivalent plastic strain given by all the other elements formulations
considered are similar. Figure 21 clearly shows once again the unability
of the P1 irreductible linear displacements triangular element to deal with
incompressible or quasi-incompressible problems, displaying lack of stability
as high spurious oscillations of the pressure that entirely pollute the solution.
This lack of stability and uncontrollable pressure oscillations are not removed
using a P1/P1 mixed linear displacements/linear pressure triangular element,
while stability is attained and oscillations of the pressure are fully removed
using the proposed P1/P1 OSGS stabilized mixed linear displacements/linear
pressure triangular element.
Figures 22 and 23 show the plots obtained for the necking displacement

and force versus time, respectively, for the P1 irreductible linear displace-
ments triangular element, P1/P1 mixed linear displacements/linear pressure
triangular element, Q1/P0 mixed bilinear displacements/constant pressure
quadrilateral element and P1/P1 OSGS stabilized mixed linear displace-
ments/linear pressure triangular element. The results show again the unabil-
ity of the P1 irreductible linear displacements triangular element to capture
the development of the necking.
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(a) (b)

Figure 18: Plane strain tensile test of a rectangular bar. Finite element
discretization of the specimen. (a) Quadrilateral mesh, (b) Triangular mesh
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 19: Plane strain tensile test of a rectangular bar. Deformed meshes.
(a) Q1/P0 bilinear displacement/constant pressure quadrilateral element, (b)
P1 irreductible linear displacements triangular element, (c) P1/P1 standard
mixed linear displacements/linear pressure triangular element, (d) P1/P1
OSGS stabilized mixed linear displacements/linear pressure triangular ele-
ment
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 20: Plane strain tensile test of a rectangular bar. Equivalent plas-
tic strain distribution. (a) Q1/P0 bilinear displacement/constant pressure
quadrilateral element, (b) P1 irreductible linear displacements triangular el-
ement, (c) P1/P1 standard mixed linear displacements/linear pressure trian-
gular element, (d) P1/P1 OSGS stabilized mixed linear displacements/linear
pressure triangular element
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 21: Plane strain tensile test of a rectangular bar. Kirchhoff pressure
distribution. (a) Q1/P0 bilinear displacement/constant pressure quadrilat-
eral element, (b) P1 irreductible linear displacements triangular element, (c)
P1/P1 standard mixed linear displacements/linear pressure triangular ele-
ment, (d) P1/P1 OSGS stabilized mixed linear displacements/linear pressure
triangular element
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Figure 22: Plane strain tensile test of a rectangular bar. Necking displace-
ment vs time
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Figure 23: Plane strain tensile test of a rectangular bar. Pulling reaction vs
time
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Young modulus E 1.96E + 05 MPa
Poisson coefficient ν 0.33
Initial flow stress σ0 150 MPa
Residual flow stress σ∞ 180 MPa
Linear hardening coefficient H 0 MPa
Saturation hardening exponent δ 0.7

Table 7: Upsetting of a 3D block. Material properties

Figure 24: Upsetting of a 3D block. External view of a quarter part of the
initial and deformed geometry discretized using a mesh of tetrahedra

7.7 Upsetting of a 3D block

In this example the upsetting of a 3D block is considered. A 3D steel block
of 0.85× 0.85× 0.60 m is subjected to compression by prescribing the verti-
cal displacement of the top surface up to 15% of its initial height. Figure 24
shows an external view of a quarter part of the initial and deformed geometry
discretized using a mesh of tetrahedra. Boundary conditions are such that
horizontal displacements at the top surface and displacements at the bottom
surface are prescribed to zero. The material model is assumed to be elasto-
plastic at finite deformations. Compressible elastic response is considered.
Plastic response is modeled by a J2-flow theory with exponential saturation
isotropic hardening. Material properties are summarized in Table 7.

Figure 25 shows the Kirchhoff pressure distribution obtained using: (a)
Q1P0 mixed trilinear displacements/constant pressure hexahedral element;
(b) P1 standard linear displacements tetrahedral element; (c) P1/P1 mixed
linear displacements/linear pressure tetrahedral element; and (d) P1/P1 OSGS
stabilized mixed linear displacement/linear pressure tetrahedral element. As
it is clearly shown, not only the standard P1 tetrahedral element, but also
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Q1/P0 P1

P1/P1 P1/P1 OSGS

Figure 25: Upsetting of a 3D block. Kirchhoff pressure distribution. In-
ner and outer views of a quarter part. (a) Q1/P0 mixed bilinear displace-
ments/constant pressure hexahedral element; (b) P1 standard linear dis-
placements tetrahedral element; (c) P1/P1 mixed linear displacements/linear
pressure tetrahedral element; (d) P1/P1 OSGS stabilized mixed linear dis-
placements/linear pressure tetrahedral element

the standard mixed P1/P1 tetrahedral element, give an unstable response
with uncontrolled oscillations of the Kirchhoff pressure distribution, while
the P1/P1 OSGS stabilized tetrahedral element proposed, as well as the
Q1P0 hexahedral element, provide stable pressure distributions.

7.8 Necking of a circular bar

This experimentally well-documented example is concerned with the necking
of a circular bar, with a radius of 6.413mm and length 53.334mm, subjected
to uniaxial tension [36], [37], [38], [39]. Loading is imposed using displace-
ment control. A maximum vertical displacement of 7 mm is applied at the
top and bottom edges of the bar. A small geometric imperfection (0.982%
of the radius) is introduced at the center of the bar and linearly extended to
the top in order to trigger the necking. The material model is assumed to be
elastoplastic at finite deformations. Elastic response is given by the stored
energy (53). Plastic response is modeled by a J2-flow theory with linear and
saturation isotropic hardening. Material properties are summarized in Table
8 [39].
Figure 26 shows a detail of the necking on the deformed meshes at the final
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Shear modulus µ 80.1938 GPa
Bulk modulus κ 164.206 GPa
Initial flow stress σ0 0.45 GPa
Residual flow stress σ∞ 0.715 GPa
Linear hardening coefficient H 0.12924 GPa
Saturation hardening exponent δ 16.93

Table 8: Necking of a circular bar. Material properties

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 26: Necking of a circular bar. Details of deformed meshes. (a) Q1/P0
hexahedral element, finer mesh; (a) Q1/P0 hexahedral element, coarse mesh;
(c) P1/P1 OSGS tetrahedra element

stage of the deformation, using Q1/P0 fine and coarse hexahedral meshes and
a P1/P1 OSGS tetrahedral mesh. To properly capture the necking a high
density of elements is needed in this area. Too coarse meshes at the necking
area result in too highly deformed elements and a non-smooth necking.

Figure 27 shows the contours of the equivalent plastic strain at the final
stage of the deformation, using Q1/P0 finer and coarse hexahedral meshes,
P1 tetrahedral elements and P1/P1 OSGS tetrahedral elements. The results
provided by the P1/P1 OSGS tetrahedral element compare very well with
the results given by the Q1/P0 hexahedral element. On the other hand, it is
clearly shown that the simulation done using P1 elements is useless.
Figure 28 shows the contours of the Kirchhoff pressure at the final stage of

the deformation, using Q1/P0 fine and coarse hexahedral meshes, P1 tetra-
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 27: Necking of a circular bar. Equivalent plastic strain distribution.
(a) Q1/P0 hexahedral element, finer mesh; (b) Q1/P0 hexahedral element,
coarser mesh; (c) P1 linear displacemets tetrahedral element; (d) P1/P1
OSGS tetrahedral element
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 28: Necking of a circular bar. Kirchhoff pressure distribution. (a)
Q1/P0 hexahedral element, finer mesh; (b) Q1/P0 hexahedral element,
coarser mesh; (c) P1 linear displacemets tetrahedral element; (d) P1/P1
OSGS tetrahedral element
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Figure 29: Necking of a circular bar. Force vs displacement curves

hedral elements and P1/P1 OSGS tetrahedral elements. Results provided by
the P1/P1 OSGS tetrahedral elements compare well with the results given by
the Q1/P0 hexahedral element. Results provided by P1 tetrahedral element
show lack of stability in the form of uncontrollable oscillations of the Kirch-
hoff pressure that pollute the solution. Stability is recovered and pressure
oscillations are removed using the proposed P1/P1 OSGS mixed stabilized
tetrahedral element. Figure 29 shows the force (1/4 reaction) vs displacement
curves obtained for the different elements and meshes considered.

8 Concluding Remarks

In this monograph a stabilization technique for incompressible J2-flow the-
ory plasticity, within the framework of small and finite deformation the-
ory, has been presented. The stabilization technique, which falls within the
variational multiscale technique, is based on the Orthogonal Subgrid Scale
(OSGS) method. Within the paradigmatic framework of the multiscale tech-
niques the Subgrid Scale (SGS) method seeks to approximate the effect of
the component of the continuous solution which can not be captured by the
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finite element mesh used to obtain the discrete finite element solution. The
unresolved component is referred to as the subgrid scale or subscale. Within
the OSGS method we take the orthogonal space to the finite element so-
lution space as the natural space of the subgrid scales. An approximate
solution for the subgrid scales is considered and a suitable simple nonlin-
ear expression for the stabilization parameter is proposed. Computational
aspects and details of implementation have been shown. Computational sim-
ulations show the serious deficiencies of the standard formulations and the
huge improvement achieved with the proposed stabilization technique. P1
standard Galerkin displacements element and P1/P1 standard mixed linear
displacements/linear pressure element show lack of stability and uncontrolled
oscillations of the pressure. The proposed P1/P1 OSGS stabilized element
allows to completely remove the pressure oscillations providing pressure sta-
ble results within the framework of an elastoplastic J2-flow theory model at
small and finite deformations.
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A Appendix I. Linearization of the Variational

Momentum Balance Residual

Consider the (mixed) variational form of the momentum balance residual
equation given by

Ru (u,π;v) = (π,∇ · v) + (s (u) ,∇sv)− (f ,v)−
³
t
N
,v
´
∂Ω

∀ v ∈ V0
(101)

Using the following key expressions

τ = PFT (102)

∇v = GRAD [v]F−1 (103)

where P is the first Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor and GRAD [·] denotes
the material gradient operator, and taking into account that (π,∇ · v) +
(s (u) ,∇sv) = (τ ,∇sv), the following result holds

(τ ,∇sv) =
¡
PFT ,GRAD [v]F−1

¢
= (P,GRAD [v]) (104)

Using (104), the variational form (101) can be written as

Ru (u,π;v) := (P (u,π) ,GRAD [v])− (f ,v)−
³
t
N
,v
´
∂Ω

∀ v ∈ V0
(105)

Then the linearization of (101), using the equivalent expression (105), can
be written as

DRu (u,π;v) · (∆u,∆π) = (DP (u,π) · (∆u,∆π) ,GRAD [v]) (106)

whereDRu (u,π;v)·(∆u,∆π) andDP (u,π)·(∆u,∆π) denote the directional
derivatives of the residual and first Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor, respectively,
along the directions ∆u and ∆π. Let us compute now the linearization of
the first Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor.
Linearization of the first Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor. The first Piola-

Kirchhoff stress tensor P can be expressed in terms of the second Piola-
Kirchhoff stress tensor S and the deformation gradient F as

P = FS
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Then the linearization of the first Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor yields

DP· (∆u,∆π) = DF ·∆u S+ F DS· (∆u,∆π) (107)

where the variation of the deformation gradient DF ·∆u and the variation
of the second Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor DS· (∆u,∆π) take the form

DF ·∆u = ∇∆u F
DS· (∆u,∆π) = F−1 L∆uτ F

−T

where L∆uτ := ∆τ − ∇ (∆u) τ − τ (∇∆u)T denotes the Lie derivative of
the Kirchhoff stress tensor along the flow induced by ∆u. Introducing the
split of the Kirchhoff stress tensor into its spherical (in terms of the Kirchhoff
pressure π) and deviatoric parts τ = π1+ s, the Lie derivative yields

L∆uτ = L∆u (π1) + L∆us

where

L∆u (π1) = ∆π1− 2π∇s∆u (108)

L∆us = ∆s−∇ (∆u) s− s (∇∆u)T = cdev : ∇s (∆u) (109)

where the incremental constitutive equation for the deviatoric part of the
Kirchhoff stress tensor L∆us = c

dev : ∇s (∆u) has been introduced.
Substituting (108) and (109) into (107) yields

DP· (∆u,∆π) = ∇∆u FSFTF−T + FF−1L∆uτF
−T =

= [∇∆u τ+L∆uτ ]F
−T (110)

Linearization of the variational form of the residual. Substituting the
linearization of the first Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor given by (110) into
(106) and using (103), yields

(DP· (∆u,∆π) ,GRAD [v]) =
¡
[∇∆u τ+L∆uτ ]F

−T ,GRAD [v]
¢
=

= (∇∆u τ ,∇v)+ (L∆uτ ,∇sv)

Introducing the split of the Kirchhoff stress tensor τ = π1+ s and using
(108) and (109) yields

(DP· (∆u,∆π) ,GRAD [v]) = (∇∆u (π1+ s) ,∇v) +
+ (∆π,∇ · v)− (2π∇s∆u,∇sv)
+
¡
cdev : ∇s∆u,∇sv

¢
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